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Musial Ftems.

Tux Kneisel String Quartette, of Boston; consisting

HOME.

son in the Advertiser had this to aay: ‘‘ One would al-

will give three chamber concerta at the Princes’ Hall,
London, on June 10th, 17th, and 24th, under the direetion of Mr. N. Vert.

‘most as soon attempt jokes at a prayer-meeting ag at a
Boston symphony concert, yet Mr. Paur has eome pre-

Piano-pLarers will be interested in the fact that the
sale of ivory at Antwerp, the principal market of the
trade, during seven years amounted to 1,756,972 pounda,.

valued at $3,524,000, The sale last_year was 583,117
pounds, as against 493,880 in 1893,
.

Aw interesting programme has

beerrarranged for the

meeting of the Department of Music Education of the

National Educational Association, The meeting ia to
be held at Denver, July 10th and 11th. Papera are to

Tua announcement ia.made that the American tour of
Josef Hoffman will begin at the New York Metropolitan

” Opera House in the latter part of October.

Faawx Vox oun Stookey, for a long time leader of the
Now York Arion Singing Society, goes to Cincinnati to
take charge of the aympbony orcheatra of chat city.

cedent for the introduction of this bit of humor, for
Haydn's “Surprise Symphony '’ has been given by a

former conductor, and that contains one of the best-

known of musical jokes in its very sudden drum stroke:

But if musical jokes be allowed here one would plead

for a performance of Mozart's excellent ‘‘ Musikalisher

Spass,”’ in which that great composer pictures a country

band leader trying to achieve a classical form and floundering about most wolully, being finally completely overthrown in an attempt at fugue.

There was considerable

humor in the orchestration of the Strausa number, the
piccolo having some very showy work to do, and exeMr. H. W. Gneene has recently finished course of cuting it remarkably well, and a very quaint duet befive lectures od the * Development of American Song.” tween piccolo and bassoon calling for commendation
Each lecture was illustrated by appropriate selections. also.
Mr. Greene showed the wonderful a
ssfrom
FOREIGN.
:
@ few Puritan psalm-tunes td the preses
sh reperTue Emperor of Russia has allowed the widow’of 5
toire of American songs.
Anton Rubinstein a pension of 3000 rubles annually.
be read by leading educators of the country.

Tap New York Manuscript Society has recently taken

into ita fold a number of the older ‘and. better-known

Queen Victoria is eaid to have in her three caatles -

of Windsor, Osborne, and Buckingham no fewer than

of the active musicians and music lovers in the country,

sixty pianos.

Paar, and Theodore Thomag, for its musical directors;

It is adorned with allegorig, paintings by Alma Tadema

amoigthem Anton Seidl, Walter Damrosch, Emil

Mavams Loursa Carprawt is expected to return soon! and Dudley Buck, William Mason, Harry Rowe Shelley,
to her Now York studies for one more season before retiting permanontly.

ness and go were unspeakably grateful,” while Mr. El-

of Messrs. Kneisel, Roth, Svencenski, and Schroeder,

musicians, and now copnts on its list over three handred

E. M, Bowman bas resigned his position aa director
of the Music Department of Vassar College.

«~__NO..6.

Bazon Rorgscuivp has a piano which cost him $12,000.

and Poyatner.
.
P
Arthur Foote, Xaver Scharwenka, Reginald De Koven,
Tar ’pianist Slivinsky has recently been playing at
W. W. Gilchrist, Samuel P, Warren, from whose pens Kieff, Russia, and created 9 big sensation, resulting in
it expects manuscripts in the near future,
crowded houses.
eee
Tax surprising news comes from Leipsic that the «* Evoxwe D'Atsgrr has accepted the post of first conleading German music publishers, Breitkopf& Hartel, ductor at the Weimar Opera, rendered vacant by the

have withdrawn

from gale the German. version of “death of Eduard Lassen.

Praeger'’s book, ‘Wagner as 1 Kaew Him.” Ithasbeen
ahown by Mr. Chamberlain and othera that the bookis

Awmoiia recent German publications is one by Max

‘Brahms Phantasie.” It contains
forty-one illustrations to compositions by Brahms.
bequeathed to the Drexct Inatitote of Philadelphia, It timo there aro in it many interesting and obviously.
will be placed ia a room contaizing & pisng and stu authentic anecdoine and facta for the sake of wiich it , Cine Goxnwanx has put the final touches Jo bie now

Tue large mesical bbrary of Chas, H. Jarvia was

fall of inaccuracies ond

false claims,but at the same

denta of guste will be free to caneult it,

ought to remain in thomarket,

A erectat performance of ' Keallwarth,* the now
opera af Hrune Onear Hiein, wee given at Hembarg on

wara rolransiated from the English, inatead of being
priated ia Wagser's ow words—an utletly absurd and

Apo) 23th, of Ube oocnaion of the westingia Ua city
of the unceschants of all the German opern howe

A cameaTt eatalogien of Habtastele’s weTke wna
publuhed

Dy Sen

af thevg aught

pages

in tem)

Th ke « faves pampbler

tunmtateing

@ cleneified Tet of all

den aemgt, pune, edeebes, aad evuhesdeal piven, ore
varken, aad gperet, SHR all the eeltations
asd aamemge
mania

Tirrawomans evap auade, with emery gpecninn of ee
Hen, ot Aaa gaaueene Ue ol aitia ia Philadel
pa,
A pues Shad ie Dade waded OUR ENS wT
Ba aatiadiad « creping equhertpa paces Ditechor
Blaretottie,

Klinger-entitled

The gremestblemish in opera “ Dai Heimchen am Heerdo,” the libretto being

the German adition ia that Wagner's letters to Praeger

inszeusable procending, ance moat of tho original lowers

dremal

version

of Dickens’

‘Cricket

on

the

fearth.”?
Aqowa the latest pablications of Bote

& Bock in

Barlin ara three piaags for piano by Dromk—two
minpets, opna 28; Nottarno, open «0; and Schottische
Prose this blemish the Engtiad Tense, opus 42.
.
*

aaifl wxiet and have Geom roprioted by Mr. Chamberlaia

koe woparatc pacuptilet,
wersdoa le fico.

Tan bepoy days whos Simeone waitese will be played
abeypmphoos concrete ate dw aight.

A tow weoks

ago

telerware waa made to the fect, ther Mr. Thendors

Thamar played tro Stumase ealteoeotkis Chicago cin
e098 Ue eral

wictss, gad Ger pewre cotese free Botan

thet Sipacoe for

Lie Lenk tae Kgmamd

level wok

is ome

at The Tom phony Onabeaien's pewgtimanen Me. Paar
somthin’ che ~ Monn Pamgreitiae ,Masten? Salk” aye
Nad WEL the PheeneiNpe Oeramalnd ted “ies biigle

, Tar genial compaser

‘ek ot Vienna.

Frans ron: Suppe ix still very

Sboeld be improve esficiontly he will

we taken 1 Gara for a obange of air.
wx youre of age on Apri) Sub,

He was seventp-

ena Onereasann ban fant lenood the fourth big vol:
ere, ok din Wagner Ontalngen completing the doncripim of the fremsuron ooetathed tn bie Wagoor Mosocm

ot Visatn, whan hee punt been sold to Lnipsie
orHixemank

dor BA tk,
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Bach,

of

Brabms’

recent
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Such effort, doubters difficult
atthe mart, helps to
Do they really tell you some: develop the exueslo
s muncies ia a way to enable

De pow asia. lure bookat

collection

them aud theis language?

De yea waderetand

“Germas Folk Boags.'' Phere are forty cine af thou,
barmoused by Hrwkina, woe of thoes dating back
no far thing, of aro they eileat, indeed, to-your meatal ear?
a the eixtewath contury.
H you will put yoursolt ip eympethy with them,
they”
AN Loportuat discovery is that wade io Hologua of will yield you an inspiration which cannot be excelled.
the orginal music, wetted over throes busdred yours ago, But they do sot spoak wo thoeg who do not
or will not
w Th
‘s pastoral play, ““Arminta,’’ od which veil bo
try to understand them,
performed at the Argeutinn in
Rome at the celebration

Yoo oeed not rave over

Of the terceatenury of the poot’s Neath, text May,

~ Tue

oat

important

eusio

festival in Germany is

them, nor ia it becessary

for you to rhapsodise about thom.
If you truly want
their inspiration you had better not buy them
for

Qavally theannual cvoting of the Allgemeine Musikvert
etn, which will be boht this year at Hrunawick, from Juno their rare bindings. What you must do is to take them
12-16, Five concerts will be given, and among the xolo- into your daily life; make yourself en rapport
with
iste will bo Lilli Lebmano, D' Albert, and Padorowski.
them, bandle them with confidence, which
a comOx April let twenty-five years had elapsed since the plote understanding between you. Make ahows
them indeed
first Borlin pertorinance of Wagner's" Meistersingor.
which there was such » noiay oppotition at that time" your own, contents and all, Can you stand before your
book-cage and, as you look at the familiar form of some

that it came near sharing the Tate of * Taonhiuser"’ in

Paria in 1861.

Of che four leading

Mallinger, Brandt, Niemann, ao

named is on the boards to-day.

book, conjure up in your mental vision the story it would

singers in tho cast

tell you, the instruction, the inspiration it contains be-

Betz—ooly tho luat-

the

player tocaltivala more powerof delicacy
and expres:

sion im tobch. The relative position of arm, wrist, and
hand ia

soch thal use greathst Sexibility and freedom
of
motion in all necessary directions ia enhanced thereby.
Bock » position helps one to avoid thy injurious
pushing
effort of aheavy arm and « stiff wrist, through
which eo
many stadente unconsciously interfere with
complete

independence of fingers, Let « person
to play 6
complicated finger paseege standing up, try
and it is at

ones apparent how mach the wrist
and arm interfere
with both the fexibility and force of
touch,
Another sérious objection to the high seat
at the piano
ia the tendenoy to stoop and become round-s
houldered,-

-

to say nothing of the somewhat hard work and
unnatural

effort of sitting in such a position.

I believe that physi-

cians consider

such efforts injarious to the health of
tween its covers ? If you know your books you can
do this. y women, if not Possessed of robust
constitations. Nearly

Tune will be w grand Mozart

festival in Vionns next
How to use booke is something comparatively few un- all
the great concert pianists of my acquaintance have
October, whan the monument tothe composer made
the scalptor Tilgner, and placed behind the Operaby derstand. Books vary; some claim your attention for used chairs of ordinary height only, incladi
ng such
Honae, #ill be unvdiled. One hundred and four years 8 brief time, and are gone; others cannot be read hor- names as Liszt,
Rubinstein, Von Bulow, Theodore
go, whem

riedly, but inust be slowly and carefully assimilated.

Mozart died, the Viennese bad so little con-

ception of his greatness that they sllowed
buried iu one grave with five paupers,

Then there are those reference books which you do not
need ta read consecutively. They ate ready to supply
information just whenvit is needed; they hold their

him to be

In is well known that Hindel is mach less popular in

Germany than in England.

This circumstance may ac-

count for the recent attempt of the Berlin Wagner So- atores of knowledge ready for inetant use.
The choice of books is a matter to which you will
ciety to bring out the ‘‘Messinh."’ It was an odd thing
to do, nevertheless, since Hiindel waa the only one of the need to give care. Books are like humanity ;some of
famous composers of the past in whom Wagner took no them are worthless oreven worse. Your
shelves should
interest. Inthe

ten volumes of his works Hindel is not
mentioned halt s dozen times,
*

bot be encumbered with useless books,

that he had to repeat it at three succes-

Alexander

McArthur

says of this fan-

tasia that ‘the piano partition is of the moet startling

difficulty, yet there is not a bar written for

In connection

with this subject I have

nearly all piano pupils are inclined to play noticed that
near the
edge of the keyboard. It ia natural to ehirktoofrom
ing between black keys. Many players have this play.
habit
to anch
an

extent that they have to stick out
fingers
many which can give a reason for their existence. It
straight in order to reach black keys
in ranning pashas been said, ‘‘ of the making of booke there is no
sages. Particularly do they allow
the outside of the
end,”’ and as it was in that day go it is in this. Musical
hand to fall back ond down. If one would
resolutely
literature is steadily growing, so that you have a wide
set to work and practice finger and other
exercises
opportunity.
for choice. The teacher should know bio- slowly,
with

Tar Parisians were ao enthusiastic over Paderewski's
Polish Fantasia

sive-concerts,

There are too

Kallak, Anna Meblig, Paderewski, D'Alber

t, eto. Two
Playére of repatation that I remember who
use high”
seats play with a rigidity of touch and
atiffness occasionally that is undesirable.
am

mete effect.

Even the glissandi represent and mean something only
possible to represent by gliseandi. The orchestration is graphy, history, msthetics, theory, criticism, analysis,

Fine as the piano partition undoubtedly is, and form, as well as pedagogies.
Your

the hands as mach the other way as possi-

ble, much good could

accomplished. Ifrequently
SE: pat the-hand co,near thebename-b
oard of the piano as to
library may not be large but it can be well- compel
that for the orchestra is still Aner.”
me to keép my fiogere curved. In case
of the
Franz vow Surre died May 2lst, at Vienna. He chosen and you should have it, whetWér large or smnall. hand being
so fanltily placed as to tip over toward
succeeded Offenbach
Not

superb.

as a composer of comic operas

sad rapke well with Strauss. Fatenitza and Boccaccio,
are his best known, and his overture to ‘ Poet an:
Peasant" ia played by every school. Von Suppe held

>

high rank as a musician, baving
the distin:
guished post of Royal Capellmeisoccupied
ter of Vienna for
many years. Born
in Dalmatia in 1820, he was over

76
years old when he died, Ot bis other works his early
Opera, ‘* Poet and Peasant,’ and his latest comic oper,
“Donna Juanita," full of very tuneful and clever
music, are the best known.

Ma. Pansnewsci received a létter from an invalid

nglieh lady the other day requesting him, as ahe was
play 6 few pieces, for which she offered him the munificent som of $2.60, This incident leads the Journal
des Debate to relate 8 similar experience that
to Ssict-Sarns, when he was already a memberoccurred
of the
Tnatitate, A Indy in tho provinces, who was bringing
out ber daughter, and had made up her mind to get
the
unable to go to his concerts, to come to her house
and

best there wan, regardless of expense,

wrote to him that
ahe intended to give a ball and wanted him
to provide the
manic at the piano,

for which she offered to pay him $5
and @ second-class retarn ticket,

FLOTSAM AND JETSAM,
Wuar shall we do for inspiration?

We have said in-

spiration mast come largely from within, and
while

this
is trae, me mast ford the sources from which it springs,
else dar fount will run dey.
%
:
Reading

only should you have it, bat you should be able to

use it intelligently.

,

Your library:should be one of the most used imple-

ments of your daily work.

Its contents should be

familiar to you and you should be able to turn without

delay to anything you need.

;

Your books should be to you a Hiving pers

.

outside, such an effort, in combination

the
with variou

s
movements to loosen the wrist, incladi
ng a moderate ,
roll

in the opposite direction, would do much
toward
puilding up the weaker side of the hand,
Bat one great impediment to such a desirab
le attain-

ment ia not generally understood.

I will try.to explain

it if possible. There are physical conditi
ons offeaction,’
they should impress you with a sense of compal
ip. ‘or contrary pressure, for almost
any movement one may
In them you should find a source of strength and aasistmake. Those who would control technic,
and throogh
ance which is never failing.
that control be able to Coax or dominate the
Whether this be so is dependent upon you. and:
expression
your

attitude toward them,

They are always ready. ‘Ifyou

have not cultivated a knowledge

of them and

power, if you have not made yourself familiar withtheir
the

right methods of using them, there will be no comrad
e
shipyimo: assistance, no inspiration. If, on the other
band, you stady them, handle them, delve into them and
get them to speak their inner thoughts to you, they will
be @ never failing source of inspiration which will
make

thoJonelieat, most remote field of labor gongenial and
pleasant,

of tone at will, would do well to study into this
subject.

*

ws

For instance : If @ player would control staccato play.

ing in velocity—wrist action—he should be
able to hold
the forearm steady at the wrist joint. The
effort to
strike may cause the forearm to rise in contrary
motion,
and the effort of lifting the hand will let the
arm fall;

thereby

criep touch and velocity are both hindered,

Now this natural tendency to react causes abomina
ble

habita with the use of the fifth finger with many
players,
They’ are told, according to the traditions
handed

Would you know more about books? Write ta this down from the European conservatories, to “lift the
; column your inguirie
” They litt them ae if the fingers were all
s. Are you a student of books and fingers.
slike,
without discriinination, causing the Knuckle joint
aro they your frieuds? Write your experie
(1. e,
column, that others may learn from them.

nce to this

A. L. Mancunarze,

, aa we have already said, in most important
and ttuafectary means for enlarging our resouroma,
The

where the fifthfinger is joined to tho hand) to dear
down
until

it: becomes stiffened that way, and the motions of
Such a fault
develops unfarorsbly for the entire hand, and can
Zel-

the finger become flighty and uncertain.

BOMB REFLEOTIONS GN THE STUDY OF °
dom be corrected atthe keyboard. I try to hold
MUSIO AT THE PIANO,
the
a Ath
down with my hand in tho sir, meanwhile
hol eS rest of the Bagers np. Maintaining these
. 2Y % 8, aaepaoon.
°
position

reading and aan milathon of a lite journal is a
soarceofinapimtion which ne teacher or ¢iadnnt oan
afford Lo forege,

Bat renciag brings ce assther igont of ipepira
s I roll aod otherwise more the wrist until 7 can
tion,
Atwost iovarinh!y if one qeo
aplano
e ia this country Mp the hand inward {%.¢., raising
which is inerheasibte in ihe mupply.
knuckle joint of ftth.
there
it
a
bigh,
uncomfo
rtable
piano
atool in
Rooks!

who can tellthe welan?

froat of i
Ther
lang inspire
e
Maat of the piano stools are mounted upon
# screw,
1b candog the abel Co (urn aroued Hf the player
ranches for
igh pote, and tho ecrew ie genatally lose,
oF shaky,

aten ta the bask lores in thelr este: preerne
e,

‘napices him ta empty haedlé them.
To be sarronaded
My them a a weil of inapination. Fail,
deep, wat leee,

The saute lovey thesld bea tank

faaghur ahanht

be astong

loge.

the tarsied

The seanic

few whowe very

Bele thee Deva prroclae ae Bias im Mell apeigonthg winty
ft

Saws pany Qonelte

wid

Baht

chen,

Eh paw ener kemger beddiee the came

amd tak

ta. tenn

Baan hay slensiy pan german tnadp tema >

“

ry

thie ope. all

ie the tangata,

<.

E

‘

In playing many stenoato Passages | would
not allow
indepestdent joint aotion erowgh to raise the
Gfih Singer

:
tte ata foes for aay good ronnie forthe existence ai all, bot when Hitting it for Sager exercises } would
of raise Henly from sve-quarior ta one halfas high
rela11 4 pianist woud gain « light, enay

shone Gaimndes,
ee

and partially depressing the knuckles of second
and

third Gagers),

at Rh

Nivaty oa before,

Ta feet, I never allow my Sfth Singers

weriet io ae ake eheneld ait teen omongh
to $0 Thine Beh emengh to tbe level wih the
bei
back of the
the
ng
elhiow << aah of twa BalawUb level af the
fend 4 ona ’hetp 1. The anatomy of the bend a
kephaaed, aetnmciing a6 fort
noch
te Bold dhe bereatee Uvat

med arias we.

swsiabanadione Of penittienne esd noch: prineipho
r mck

tavconbily 6H srornud —Mureaol World.
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Se ere enieioe

THE

major, 1 iadistinctly in C major, Your error, fae
pieo, arisos from secing the two Ga immediately fol

LETTERS TO PUPILS
ey comm Bax

CLEVE,

lowed by Feharp Aj

To CG. lL. B~You ask the queation of questions,
vamely, how to so control the nervous aysiom asto evoure
reaults in publio commensurate with your real ability.
It is cortaiuly most bitterly dleconraging, after long and

expensive stady, to find one’s self unable to play with
oredit in the presence

of others.

The causoa of this

wervous tremor and chilly agitation, commonly tormed

nerrousnoss or stage fright, aro numerous, but may allL
be classed ander two heads: Firat, physical weakness,
which may blow in like the wind from every point
of the compass; and secondly, solf-consciousness, orhyparsensitivenass to praise or blame, which is mental.
It your

norvonsness

and

tremulous

ETUDE.

agitation,

which

defeat your artistic efforts, enn be traced to physical

canses, such as overwork, insomnia, dyspepsia, and
any one of the thousand nstaral shocks which flesh is
heir to, it should be attacked and overcome

upon the

that would seam toindiente the

HINTS
AND HELPS.
Where aympathy is incking, correct jodgment is

oteatly tolls ue that tho diminished seventh chord of the
sharp fourth, namely # sharp —A —C —E flat ia in.
tendod. Thie lan very frequently occurring harmony
and is commonly followed,asin thin case, by the § of
the tonic tind, Melodies very often start on some other

Mendelssohn,
— ~—~Reflection,
and plenty of it, in absolutely nvoewsary
before ondertsking soything, and you should strike to
"8ch purpose that allobstacles fall topieces before you,
There are only two meansofstrength in this. world—
Prudence and patience, —Berlios,

ae

great men?

Howinant soeonth of G, bet inatead ofthat the B et

tono than tho tonic. What mado you izmagine that if it 11 ie an open question as to how much heredity hes
woro the key of @ the B would be Gat,1 cannotimagine. to do with the marical ability poeaessed by a child but
Tho B fat would occur in Abe scale of G mipof, not in one thing is sure, a mother's influence is all-powerful in
@ major, nnd whenever wé say G we mean G major.
molding the. child's teste, inclinations, and progress,
2. In the Le Petite Rien,” by Cramer, the tarn oc- when it becomes old enough tobegin the study of music. ~
curring on the second of four eighths, and printed as four Words of suggestion and encouragement frgm mother
sixteenth grace notes, should reallysound like four sixty- will count for ore with # child than any other one
fourths, toking their gross time, that is a sixteenth value thing,
x
from tho eighth so that it really sounds, in measure
—What is the use of always letting on that we aré
three, O, an eighth, Ca sixteenth, D — C —B natural
sixty fourths, E flat an eighth, down A,an

How many have regretted that they have

Fe. MO homage before it waa due?

and your listeners; that is, if you have what the phre-

To C. I.—1. You ask if it was overtones of the voice
which you heard sounding like a soprano when playing
& diapason accompaniment to a tenor voigé. I have

knows how to make use of blame
who, without wrapping himself
self, keeps hia admiration fresh
him foreign kinds of mastership

malady is mental and must be antagonized by mental

remember, have I ever before Hbard of it.

strength.— Schumann.

physical plan. If, however, as is frequently the case
with persons musically endowed, you are exceedingly
alive to the state of sympathy or antipathy between you

nologists aptly term ‘ excessive approbativeness,”’ the never heard any such phenomenon nor, 80far esI now
remedies.

All these may be resolved into one general

maxim: Forget your audience and even yoursélf by an
intense contemplation of the

music itself.

The faculty

known in phrenology as ‘‘eSntinuity,” or the power of
concentration, which enables one to connect a series of

idens as closely ag n intricate, twisted watch-chain, ia
strong in the German mind but weak in the American.

To thia ie due, in a measure, the wonderful erudition of

I dare say,

however, that your conjecture is correct, that it was the
reinforcement

of overtones & sympathetic

how tedious the prolonged study, Tost yourself day by
day in the power to’think of one thing with intense

sbstraction, that is, till you become uncenscious of
things around you, or, as we say, “absent-minded.”
To L. M. W.—Yon ask if the author has made a mis-

course this isa mistake.

I have not read “Trilby” a6

yet, and my knowledge of it is derived from reviews and

:

—Any one who has heard and studied a great deal
that is good, ought to need no teacher to spur him on.

very clearly tested by putting down the damper pedal

The student shoutd always bear in mind the greatest:
models, and emulate them, playing o great deal with

‘This phenomenon can be

of the piano, then singing into the instrament without

touching the keys.

In this case not one but many over-

tones will be plainly andible,

2. Ysnye. I heard this gentleman distinctly say “‘yes’’

accompaniment;

he should

become

more

and

more

famitiar with masterpigces, and enter earnestly into a
sense of their beauties; then the gradual development
the pupil attains will place him above the common run
of amateurs.—Moscheles.

and also when pronounced EB-ei, the accent being on
+ —Ht ia the decision of the Russian Government to
the second eyllable in both cases. He is a Belgian, sud
create in the universities of the Empire chairs of popular
all the Belgian musicians I have met pronounce both
. music.” The occupants will'be charged with the duty
French and German with #thick, obscure accent, which’
of collecting national airs with scrupulous exactness,
inclines me to think that the name of this particular
without alteration or accompaniment. The exhaustive
artist has a yeiled‘sound somewhere between A and I.
research in contemplation is of great importance. More
8. The name of the renownéd pianist is pronounced
thorough interest will be awakened in other countries,
Yoseffl, with the accent_onthe second ayllable. De and an enrichment in melodic material will result.
Reszke is pronounced di Resktf, with the accent on the
The same work ought to be thoroughly and completely

take when,be says that “'Trilby” ran up to a high E flat second syllable.
Of

and closed there, the composition being in A flat?

Such an artist long preserves his own youth and

vibration

between voice and organ.

the Germans, and the no:leas wonderful versatility of when asked if the name should be pronounced EEsiy,
the Americans.’ The way to cultivate concentration is
to concebtrate; that is, simply exert your will, no
matter how painful the effort may be at first, no matter

men.

Only to him who

can praise be salutary;
up egotistically in himfor the different, and to
which he finds in other

=f

4, You sak how to play’ the Dopj

Chopin's F sharp major Nocturne, 0;

<movement of

8 Not2. First

done among our own aborigines, apd done soon.
—Some of our English contemporaries have betn very

much exercised of late on the subject of originality if

play pieces for the voice, which end upop high notes,

I muat premise the general statement “that, the ngfation
Rubinatein
of Chopin's music ig lamentably: obec
said that the pedal marks in Chopin ar
all wrong,

Jin relation to literatare in general: ** People are always

and Niecks, his greatest bivgraj

talking about opiginality; but whatdo they mean?

which in this case would be A flat.

impatient and careless in the irksome

conversations; therefore I do not accurately know the
passage to which yor refer, but of course brilliant dis-

lond and prolonged, always conclude with the tonic,
The close upon the

tonic gives the only perfect sense of finish and satisfied

completeness,

It is true there are songs which close

upon the third of: the tonic triad, thys giving a dreamy

and slightly incomplete impression, and there are’a few

ys,

that he was

task of writing

music.

Here is what Goethe eayson the subject, but
Asy

goon as we are born, the world, begins to work upon us,

hia music; often making a slight
sketch and leaving and this goes on to the end. “And, after ally what-can
some of hia pupils to complete the manuscript. The we call our own, except energy, strength, and will? If
way this tone-figure is printed ig a mere jumble of I could give an account of all that I owe to great predemeaningless confusion. Itis a junction of two voices, osssora and contemporaries there would be buta small

examples of German songs which close even upon the

the one containing two, the other four notes so fitted to “ balance in my favor.”
a
aS,

are rare in the extreme, sod show-pieces would never
thus end. I euapect this is simply one of those count-

fourth space E sharp a quarter—D sharp a sixteenth—
Pur club would not be so muchaeblamed: for
these
two occupying exactly the time of one regular
: keeping
_
away from home in the evening if the wives did not
= Em
5
fd vojge should
aah Tho lower
quarter.
sound; first line

attemptto talk music.

sharp, o «ixtoenth—G sharp asixteenth—Basixteenth—
down D sharp an eighth, these summing
np an aggregate

fifth, giving thereby the most open and unfinished of all each other‘aa to make the impression of ‘quintuplets.
conclasions, as of an interrupted day dream, but these It should really sound aa if printed: Upper voice,

less blandere which literary people make when they
Shakespeare and George Eliot

often alludeto music and never: make mistakes in its
techoicalitics, but there are acorea of instances in the

writinga of othar reputable authors wherp egregious

blunders are palmed off with all the unconscious innocence of self matinfiod ignorance.
I beliove that Du
Mauris, in another place, saya that ono of his cbhurac-

tera aang the key of P minor."

The tone F might

have been srack by a single Inrynx, bat since w key in,

of,five sixteenth values crowded into the time’of a,qui
ter,

The double stemming of the notes is misleading,

geople are more lacking tn knomledge of tne than of
tate degded Uhah « gewewert looking loward the aye

tematic rdiccmtaon of the lisieniag patbika
To M

@. Toe aon weietaben im cepposiag that the

sate a qeentins combs as ifwere is Pre weal
of G

MUSIO, HOME AND WIEE.

the
™!
Mattiage.

grievous mistake of giving up music after

‘The average man is-fired when he gets home from
‘business, and after dinner he needs some diversion from

for tho pedal completely unites all aoands into one’of:‘the day's routine, It was ber musicfl ability that
those liquid, composite marmaurs of silvery dissonance. attracted him to his sweetheart, perhaps, or even if not
of whick Chopin wag se fond. The only real dificafty an expert in the art, he nd doabt, counted it a charming

in the passage is the deciphering of the hieroglyphica., ‘accomplighinent that she could play Chopin expressively
In plocing the eighths and quarters of the lof hand “and sing old Bootch ballads with sentiment and feeling.

pgainat
a eyaed of chords, It would be obviouslziempmaible, |
simply
The tioget wanld have to have the thrte heads of the
mythotogion! dog Cerberas eves Wo eirike the rind of F belongs
minor, aad that is only the cormer Mang of the key of
F minor.
The, fact of the matter ia that intelligent
any odhet abject of the Geet magnitude, aed mating te

“

(hese quintuplet andulaiiona of the right band, But after marriage too many women seem to become
divide ia atelot-tuss end bring in whatever entirely indifferent to the msthetic influence of music in
to

the sacond eighth of the quartér, just afer

tho home, though they aré quick to bewail the fact if

thelr hushands drop any of their efforte to please.
In the daysofcourtship, the sweetheart nearly always
fads bia Sancta atthe piano, her willing Gangere bringing
olf paiafel eotoa. ,
forth aot, Hppling strains that eeom to envelop her in an
almosphere of ideal femiaine refeement, Bat when
of bis
wdante (aside): ° Hew mang torese thal) I weetheart. has become benodict, the
“tated-ey
4adhe look tnall the muuic that greats him on

ateoath of the quintiplez.

Play the passage

. dovering agiterlon which suggests

coor e* Der yom saint an emcee 7
auate OF etsinren 1"

canes

Opa”

a rising

dis home comiltR, enioas the maid exreant ib homing

* Aitier theBall oawhe totethedinner table,

a

BOW TO WORK, OR TRE TRUL BaD Ue ab
PARMAgSUM.
arin

ssown

Vou tack of knowing bow to work—how to sudy a
piece of matic wo that every hour of pravtive may tell
mack precious time is being wasted,

hoard,

The crescent shape style offoger-board is arrange

Whii the stedent

d.
timilay to my armonios, which could not be
layed upon

quite oo readily if theglasses were placed ina straight

of study and

Hit teachers are enpposed to supply him

line, “The above-described Songer board
may be recom.
mended to take the place of tha good old style
keyboard,
aa it is loss tiresome to the performer and far
more con-

with all needful rulra, but teachere themealros are only
studentso little farther advanced.
The following prin-

ciples will, L believe, be nocepted by experienced instructore as lying at tho foundation of success, aud as,

venient.

Hirst Principle: Ono thing at = time,
not play from

notes without

The philosophy of the thing shows for itself
without any
farther

Beginners

explanation.

Gret acquiring a

Masicians in the past, daring

applied to the «taf. The Inttor can be tiost easily gained
by daily practioe in describing the ataff position of tones

#9 they are played upon the piano, and vice veraa,

The

oocasioning

much

loss of time.

And

I should

here

reaark that, commonly, it is not well to practice with

.

the Mozart

Beethoven period, required no auch contrivances asand curved
or

correct uso of the fingers, hands, aud wrists, sa well as a
reasonable familiarity with the letters or pitch names ae

negleot of this important exercise is a serious mistake,

The carved finger boardsis especially adapted

to childrem and is most convenient for
the lady pianist,

theretore. being absolutely of the Brat imporiavoe.

should

straight foger

Of conse,
(AG statement
bas referencetothe

advanced student,

moat aceda tye few uuderlying principles which, if followed out, will insure a correct method

practice.

abner

And, finally, no matter whether the learner possesses

mach or little genuine love for art, no matter whether
his ambition be to win the applause of the multitude

crescentic keybbards for the Performance
of music
written within the compaes of five octaves.
Man's reach
has not been varolfeethen, but the
keyboard has.
In the present era of the-seven and one-hal
f octave keyboard, the pianist usés
the, eomicircalar form that re-

“quires less reach, facilitates the pertormance
thereon

of music

, and allows him a better husbanding of strengt
h
and be named among the lending pianists of his country, for’a greater
amount of
, thus giving the practicach hand separately,
a or whether it be to shine in drawing-rooms, or to please tioner a greater commandpractice
of
instrument in a shorter
It will bo best, in most cases, to read through 4 pew Papa or mamma, or even though music be studied merely time; with less fatigae.—Fagthepesicn
Gross, in
a8 one
both bands until erery difficulty has been studied with

branch of a general education, with no intention

piece or étude a number of times very slowly, paying

of ever becoming

special attention st each repetitionto some one essential

particular. The firet time throtigh, be sure of the right
Hotes ;the secoud time, be equally careful respecting the
ohgice of fingers, marking all the doubtfal places assoon

“as deoided upon, and always taking care-to finger similar

or analogous passages consistently, The third time,
makeaspecial study of the rhythm and phrasingasindi.
ested by the values, positions, and groupingofthe notes,

definite end in viow, will, if thoroughly grasped and

faithfully adhered to, insure the Rreatest possible
success.

so slow that there will be little or no stammering.

Prac-

tice often with a metronome, gradually increasing the

_ Cover sn octave anda half. His ide face bore a striking
resembla
by almost incredible labon Asachild he practic
ed ten
hours a day, and increased this time as
he spproached

The fourth\time,

sufficiently well learned, adopt a definite tempo, always

THEIR OHARAOTERISTIOS.
Liszt was tall, angular and thin. His
hands were
very large, and his fingers so long as to
enable him to

nge
to that of Calhoun. His
marvelous dexferity at the piano was the
ultofnative talent, aided

ORESOENTIO KEYBOARD,

decide upon the kinds of-touch which will be most in
keeping with the character and meaning of the music

~ regarded as a tone poem, or that will be most wiefal
“from a technical standpoint. Next, give attention to all
signs of expression, etc., etc, Lastly, when the piece is

The

Leader.

principles, which may be summarized ag doing one little
thing ata timo, and doing that little thing well, with a

counting a6 minutely as may be necessaryin order to

make everything perfectly clear.

a player, still these fundamental

manhood.

Taw above title is given to a semicireular.og

shaped form of a finger-board, for the purp;

tating the performance of music on th

crescentof tacili-

Wagner had a clearly molded, classical
face, with thin,
-cynical lips, which seemed to wear a
Perpetual sneer.
He was exceedingly-vain, greatly disliked to
hear words
of praise given to any other composer, and rarely
spoke
in even faint commendation of the greates
t of his pre-

decessora,

.

+

noforte,

a

Béhubert was sd prolific of songs that
he never
-organ, ete., in the crossing of the hands, in the reach of, remembere
d, a few days later, what he had written, A
the octave, ete., which require less movement of the friend placed
one of Schubert's own songs beforeits
weattack the difficulties one at's time, but we should aleo hands and the body; less exertion
; leas
Sor the composer two weeks after it had been produced. The
exercise care in determining the amount of work to be octave,
ete.
.
:
latter
‘s
had
forgotten
i
it; and asked
whose it waa.
:
.
undertaken. Many discouragementa arise from careThis form, of finger-board ig identical withthe ong,
Cherubini so closel¥ identified his sympathies with
lesaly attempting too much,
ect
now in use, except i: the semicirole, aa shown above, his work that when
writingapathetic passage he would
When a pupil begins to be disheartened,
one of the which is thus difereat from the atraight
keyboard, ery like a child. He was often found in tears over his
beat remeilies is to give him something easy, 8 composi-"»! The'devi
ce
can
bo
readily
attached
score,
to
and
a
piano
some
of
or
organ,
his
manuscripts are thus so blotted
tion af genuine merit, and. insist upon its being simply
by turning four thumb-screws underneath the ‘as to be almost illegible.
thoroughly learned. This done,

tempo as greater facility is acquired,
Second Principle: Alittle atatime.

’
Not only should

let him take some-

thing a little more difficult, and so begin the fonnda-

tion of a repertory of pieces
‘memorized,

the selections

perfectly mastered and

being made

with special

Bpparatus; it can be placed above and back of
the main
finger-board, thus {forming two. banks of keys—tw
o

manuals, as it werc—or it can be the main finger
board

itself.

,

Donizetti was of a melancholy

temperam

ent and
sabject to fits of mental depression without visible
cauto,
Dering his
last threo years his melancholia became so

pronounced that he was incapable of

giving attention to
To discover the value of euch a contrivance,
first play, his work.
Fe
for instance, Wm. Mason’a “ Silver Spring’! upon‘the
Sullivan
doek not write more than one or two songs
Third Principle: Aecertain the exact natare
of the curved keyboard, then try the same piece
of music ‘upon ayear. He receives hundreds of poems for music, but
obstactes to be overcome, Make a distinction between
the straight finger box:
and note the difference. The generally does
nodread them.
difficulties which can bo mastered in a single
lesson, or cirenlar or curved \\)\osyd
gdmits of freer action to
-Halevy liked smoking,
snd always composed best
in a short time, and those’ which require the
patient the continual cross
f
the
hands, while the straight with along pipe in-his mouth, the bowl resting on the
stady of dontha or yeara; and when the latter aro finger
board
doos
noi
it
of this free and convenient oor
F
fally understood and the most “pproved methods
:
of play of the bands and Sogers,
Tn thé octave, for exam.
v
sarmonnting them havgboon decided upon, adopt
some Pip, in which the chird rd and fourgh (little)
fagers play “A raiieal
well-defined
reference to hia peculiar tastes and proclivities, as well
as technical ability.
.

eymem of practice, devoting to cach of the
more important ones w definite amount of sme daily,

such an important part,

the convenience of the curve is

instrament, the like of which has never

been deen before; isthe outcome of
thinking by a Swedish electrician.and
ie a frame, and on it ara bung a score
werion of steel bars struck by metallic

many years’ hard
musician. There
of toned belle, a
hammers, e row

tevewing the attack each day with all possible
montal

happily felt} while is the performance of
arpeggios,

This persistent atroggle againat-partioular
obstacles, however, ehotld pot be allowed to 80 com
pistely absoth the energina a4 to cause us to overlook

the extreme ends of the piano
keyboard, this convenicuce is also falt, Thia arrange
of ateal strings of necessary tension, exylophone and
a
ment, for instance, makes (ho akips shorter for che
lett fraudulent bagpipe, made oot

broken thirds, sixths, otc, or when the two hands
play

alortneas, aa iontering epon some favorite and
wbaorb-* lose to 6&0} othe
ing game,
conmdecations

of sit] greater

toment

Whiln

the

mathod of work, in ao far pe it eelates to the
accom:

Hiahment of whatever we undertake, is all iooportant, it
ia qatte possible to andestake tarke which ih
BOL worth
Uke doing,

hand it allows the ;

rmer to play without bending

the wrist sidoway

civdt Bo exguse for the conten.

Mane ¢0 often deeplaros
foot on the foud jou:

ofa bar of steel aod an

The operator can it ot the keya afew

by she man whe pate the right #0 long as the connecting electrics
he lait foot—nabedy knows For beginner I should recommen wires aré fixed up.
d the hundred milos
redies. The keyboard, whith ie like tbat of a piano,
bat with fewer heys, is equipped with ewiighon, #0 that

whore. Guialt hands o:short Gagers woe discover
the
wal
ofus
Heb a conicranco. and, Betide
there tae
n,
better
bhetwe to Ad the ke a cod al, whick cesteinly waald

Tharofore, while aiming ta do one thing ats Hine, a
tele at a trme, and to andereaed telly the antnre
of a. avo
wa id
many Bia

electric carreat.

feet away or a bandred miles—it dooso't matte which

os

Gate, B fate tor D Gace,

aq

‘ote set ofinstrament or the whole lol may be Oparated

Oh Mh Gone,

.

*

THE
BOXUKG AS AN Alb TO PIANO PLAYENO.

ee FuRDteM KOeTEE,
1 tdactra

that

ook

@ lew

reattere

of thie rafuable

paper aro in about the satne condition (planistically
apeakiag) as way the writer, when, a tow years age he
bad begua to indulge in that axcellent physical diversion,

boxing.

Now*f had the beat instruvtoe (in the macly

art) to be found ia D——,

yot 1 sunst confers that

aad eatrens> Soret accenee apthe aeperel gumeequemee inthe colemusn ofTax Biocon, and sooured bisourvlooe
ek two pestiads, ‘Pin hed to her edying\with
bim ie
of mmmunics force to beer os eay Gms potas,
for which eho
boxers avs aad shoulder are like stool feat asbie Et ‘he soomer vacation, @ plawureand profit
foockes bis opponeet, pet in the tenth ef & eapoud wna fs indebted indireatlyto Tux Eeune's advertising ooling aro oni: and Goaible as one oan imagine wrupcled oma,
might beowsc. This relaxing aad contracting alterfately, if cootinaed, brings aboot that wanderfal ooedi-

lion of oor wrinta (hat makes endurance and case

posible, Watch the wrist and make mach of thear
changing conditions, Then on to the second exercise,

leacued more practionl knowledge from him ip(hat

time, of the use and control of physical force and
muscle applicable to judicious plnnoforte playing, than
of any instructor

of the diving art I ever

went to.

Reades, did you over connect boxing with pianism, by

thought or act?
Nol
Well let

do ngt more

so slowly but more equal in ascent and

dreamed of the wealth ofprofit and pleis-

ure that the

igvestment would bring to her.

ward, the wrist meanwhile

and it,took bata

key, retaining this pressure till ivie~again eterted upkept

flexible continually,

in spite of the finger pressure, by use of the up and down
diminished force employed in striking. -For the third,

state

an

existing,

A professional boxer can, when in perfect

(blackemithe or butchers not excepted).
He can
exert himself so that in three hours he weigha several
pounds lese than at Gratyyet he becomes rarely tired,
‘"fagged out,’' ss we say. And so the professional

pisniat in a two hours' recital of modern piano music,

does almost eauly and with no sybgequent physical

employ ouly

gradually attained

speed, with ‘a light,

fist and impact wrist to be lke a

The result, dear reader, of these three simple exercises

ing force and distributing it without tatigue.

plicity coun. uds ite preference as e means of develop-

the one thing that bothers pianists bod boxers alike,

was simple. The palm of his hand waaa

fectly, 0 J

tt methods pu
temporary in it, try it

my feet to my finger tips, yet (as he always*exacted)

sudden and complete relaxation must ensue in every
muscle affected just as my fist came in contact with his
hand.
Done very slowly, this was my continual exercise

every day. Gradually minimum of speed with decreased

Well-temper

this article

BY ANNIE LP
Mvon

b

appearance in public, before critics and admirers, but, about tho
time.

in less than~the prescribed

of

>

iE OOUNTRY:

boxer; of course, eventually came an insight into the
dear reader, I graduated

2

Leipsic, Germany."

‘This was the climax in the technical exercises of astudent

--~+

agswer most promptly
in the forepart of

readers to
Realizic

* But doesn’t it sound like training one for piano play- ble to rust

2
BAOHER.

In Bach playing, for instance, our fingers

inspiration

We may

“Tt waa onty

no attacking power whatever.
Now let's set about
ittaining a condition thet will enable ua to make ase of
either of these three cases at random and ad libitum,

plementar;

have to undergo many phases of condition.

have to atrike
gfjwlywith imménse force, again medium Bropa’s co.
in apeed and pofrer, or lastly, very fost, facile, and with hearing anc

Firat take any five. keys and rest the five fingers over

in the mo

citala, but
ever natu:

them and practice elovating the finger tip (slightly ‘the pupil

courted)ashigh ag possible, then driving it against the taken Jesso..

a

as

Would it be helpful to your

. of the experience of one of them?
\t the country teacher was peculiarly lia-

aud often beigg too busy to give much

kay with oll possible force; and, mind you, the elevating

disagrocah)

ta tobe dono-rather slowly, but tho descont furiously
awit, Now you will solice that when your fingar ié at

are afraid
to play ats

| 2o thorough work.

Let hertell you how,

siving a lesson’ that led her tohold

teaching it the characters that represent them?

Siu-

dents learn so much about notes and signs and go little
of tones and their

language;

the eye is directly calti-

vated and the ear is left to absorb what it can. Can the
tone deat understand the langtage of music sny better’* a
:
than the color blind can paint?
Let us, then, teach the thing itself; after that, its rep- -

basis of akill..-It is both simple and natural to compre-

ule parlor or charch eotertainment,

hend the melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic content of
their work, and-the pupil memorises without any effort.
n, Schumann, Hayda, Weber, and The cloaring up of ideas will take care of memory.

H

arm will be very rigid.

daroont has forded the key way dowa, relax those rigid

Wagner be

alevations and depressions ol the wrist, the Goger, moan~

Allogran:

ns the Hiat, *

‘

od her attention to the musical game,
or 19 thé Musical Dominoes.

She

has used

chin Chesa Satorday classes, and found

the papi!

odin atudying the rudiments of masio

Bhe me

-Does a child get a correct conception of the

relative pitch of sounds or of the. relative length by

“ove played at these meetings arfd have-~an-elémont so important, yet how lita understood. If
thinking,
ople who might play to their friends, but all this montal training is intelligent music:
so. Tn fact, moat of them are pleated music hearing, and an understanding thst is the true

&

if whey ars

Nothing will interest a child unless it can be compre-

hended.

sny length of time have become those, ideas-control’ activities, as we all believe, the result of

oting # whole erening to on com

fogers and are adirantageotaly ts other keys, partion
taety coayy Gata or akarpy The etiffuning of the wrist

best devel-

opment of the child-mind,—the what of teaching is an
important element.
LE
1

nes classes in harmony, etc. Of what- ton sense, mitch care should be given toone sadly neave been very successful, for none of glected feature, rhythm—the very lite-blood of music,—

carried ov

while, reating Hgbily oa the key and sith oo pireasurd..
This of courna musi ba dose in tare by exch of the

‘Why is this thus?’ is the question continually

arising. Are we teaching our pupils to think, to hear, “
to feel, to discriminate? Aré’ we not giving more at

Vheso clagses have been mostly piano re- the hopeful, reverential, eto. With the development of

from the elbow to finger tip, the wrist and extrome fore-

Tue Er

Tuens ia no art or science that is ao little understood
a2 music, so little known about the-gomparative merits
of its works and workers, As a consequence, there ia
no other branch of education that is carmed on with each
a diveraity of methods and with such unsatisfactory re-

ey attract and repel one another, the color or quality
bE : ‘of each, as the strong tones, the leaning or going tones,

a:

» on Saturday afternoons, ‘once

pupils' musioales hes been still firther

Parte moat completely, emphasizing it by four or five

w

s:ying out the ides (go prominentin Tax ‘resentation. In other words, develop first the percepnus) of doing more forthe pupils than just ve faculties. Teach the relationship of tones, how

The ide

Now juat as tho fiogor tn ite poser,

*

BY CARRIE A ALCBIN,

teachers are centered on the problem—the

:

(ta highoa elevation, sustained by all the foros applicable

:

TEAOH MUSIO,

precedes it? Just now, when thoughts .of our ‘best

wi practice, she has subscribed for Tam
ing, quite as much as for boxing? So I thought, and I time to he:
shortly after applied a semblance of those principles to Erope for yrs, and feels that to it she owes mudh of
+ from ita columna she has received the
my piano practice, to my complete bewonderment and her succes

satiefaction.

and expects to do so aa long as she teaches.

.tention to the Aow instead of the what which naturally
ne

en said in the colamng of Taz Erups

y teacher.

Ag

her motto ia" Excelaior," she still reada Tes Ercoe,

| Clavier, you will surely be convinced of sults,

ita worth ou! us well be enabled to
and efficies\y the quegions sugge,

in delivering blows with no forse whatever was inatitated.
Finally comes the first

ished and nsed. Get your pupils interested
rselt, and by the gradual application of

the principi-s involved to scale, arpeggio, and later all
atyles of fin): involvedvpassages, most notably Bach’s

force was introduced or led up to, till, finally, great speed

various blows, their usage, etc.

best teachers have enabied one country teacher to raise
her standard of teaching to an.unexpected height

hve found in my teaching, and ite veiy sim-

[ment to many of the cdmberaome, dense, piano technic

pelled by all the force 1 could summon from the balls of

and Technic” and a close watching of the columus of
Tux Erups for ideas concerning it from some of the

A child can be made to underatend it per-

was told how to properly deliver a blow with eax

opponent, and I had to send my-gtove against it im-

proved more in one year than in five of the old way of

strong, yet unhareh and singing tone, the second, a
good, heal:liy, every-day, usable legato, and the last, a
light and i.cile execution with ita consistent tone-

quality.

That ia

proved to the degree that even unmasical frievds remark

about it. Her advanced pupils think they have im-

their technic thut they ase in danger of neglecting the
practice of their pieces. 4
Thorough study of the four books of Mason's‘! Touch

The

bar of sigel when he strikes from fingers to elbow, but
the principle exists in both, the sane—that of sammon-

How euccessfnl it hee proved

may be sholwn by the facta that her own playing hes im-

finger tips r+ striking, and mo pressure whatever.

wrist is bere, of course, perfectly loose and light, with
no strain thercon at all, Here keep it relaxed by the
up and down movements if necessary.
=”

of one's playing, aside from the benefit he feels, will be
The boxer traius his whole body, mostly, of most noticully improved: The first exercise developing

notebly the clenched

short time to learn that it was worth

aaing“jth her pupils,

practice, and the children have become so intersted in

hands and wrists of one uot ‘trained, could he be forced

ment, he needs a heavy, ponderous, ateel-like suffness,

Of course,

she experitvented with herself at the first opportunity,

feathery tou. produced with scarcely no elevation of the

\arked and astonishing it persisted in €ven
inconvenignce what sou tear loose tendons, break will be very
joints as well es bring Gout felons-and bruises on the for a few welts or months at the utmost, and the tone

course, his arma, and where wo need special develop

ar forthe four volumes of Mason's‘ Touch and Tech-’

good deal of pressure with each finger tipas it hits the

condition, undergo more physical strain aid activity

through i,

sickens,
She has often availed herself of the offers of works at
reduced prices before publication, and bas been much

nic’ she lit

movements.
The tendency of the wrist to stiffen will
not be so apparent in this exercise, because of the

me

throughout bis entire body than can apy other man

1

ot hand, for abs oftes lends it to other teachers and ma-

vith considerable, not extreme, force, and a

descent ani

self-evident

similarity.

Bhe heeformed the babit oftaking notes asabereads

thia paper, that she may tare the ploms of the pudding

whoro with ihe same keys end fingers do « lite dif£ felt #0 myolt, as a boxer, bot T torontly. Itvine the Gngers not so bigh ea in the Grst, plegacd with those parchaeed, bat when she invested one

after six months’ training | was tooked upon by him an

a rank failure.
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ETUDE:

Lan gems,

A‘

oivertisement of Edwant Baxter Perry

—When a child can play three picoss well, and ‘with a
thorough anderstanding of then, it has learned more

than if it could play a number of pretty pieces without

understanding « single one of them, and witbout playing

any one of them correctly or tastgtally.—Kasemer.

MUGIO

IM BOUGATION,

stakes tememe te edaapoee With sargralmose ana
platy, wud te eveld all sisaiaing and targedity
.

ay 4 we eaLkew.
—_

>

Tatas a & widke-apecad, deopty rooted ibea that uate

Ageia

the esmbination af iatelicc:
aad emeting is waste
16 develop is the chabacie:, reflnemeeas, kind:

tend
ate

appeals wholly te the emoicus, taskos the aerrca uagte,

choudnene, » lowe ot bemsty ia all ite variags manitant
a:

4 musicisu is ous whose soul tike a atar dwotls apart)

opens the golden gates of the temple
of beauty, parity, and love of right. If aroaaes
to a

1% ee Mowe, o02 seme omier Carman, the ext
eet thee eto tend on Pingeh's Mount sod view the
“land which ix way Gr of"
Thowgh the sunlight byperteot brightnens, yet the

wtarlight ie not to be deapleed.

“Apd even

one ear
aeta Ube pulea tuto uanaturel ropiulity of morement, and Gowa, Like theBighor forne aftart, Hike literary eady ditferets trom another star in glory.”
>
wh
theretore ws gut afreqasatly harmaiul to body aut to aad criticism, music apyca.s to both mind and heart
Walking ie cobler than creeping, butcreepingisbetter
Emotion is guided by into.icct, intellect mellowad by
wund.
whatever
locomoti
no
than
.
on
emotion,
Musio

who kavws uuthiug but music; who ia nnpresticat aud
wabusness-like; incapable of appreciating the wonders
of physical science oF the abstrnotions at motaphynics, in

fact, an idealist who has little in common with the
sim:

plo aflairs of every-day mortals, who dwells

* Above the smoke and stir af Cals dim apot

It fooda and refreshes (hat part of oar aatare that
is

often worn and wearied by the daily cares and vexe-aq
existouce, asgurea us that we
sro not wholly earthy, but thatsomewhere within us 6x-

But masio may be, nay, must be a matter of mental
capacity, a moans of montal tenining, if one
is to arrive

“Tr Deannot become an acti

No

trae work osh be done without the mettal concentra
-

tion, concentration of mind.

In learning to sing, simi-

uy. “No , one should
iu it. Look at the

touch music who cannot exc!

solfeggios at the top of their
wasting time ‘that would
dishes or doing some other

voices. Are they not just
better spent in washing
useful work? What does

weale??

4

2

Ttistrue that all canany who do not rise

11 proportion
of those

\)-e of skill and perfec-

tal concéntration, The vi ry iret leeson
in music is, precious few rise so high ax
therefore,
lesson in,mental discipline.

pus.ie attention, and but

rable from it, is accuracy, 8 mostimportant factor
in all
succesaful labor. The correct Perception of distanc
e as
related to the keyboard, the unerring stroke
of the

tion in it eufficient to attrac!

ve public recognition

for their accomplish ieuts,
Granted.

But.ia it in

feasions, in other busiviess, in

o

the top in othérpureuits iu |

4?

All railrosd men caunot +
finger, surety of touch, the use of the right finger or
the tion hand or clerk to that
appreciation of intervals in singing, the placing of the
voice, in short, the habit of doing everything exactly even to be boas of the shop, :
Shall there be no aection bis
right, of
perfection at every step, are matters of close

application, of accurate mental Perceptio
n, and lead to

fore?

delights.

Atveach légson new difficulties are to be overcome,

new victories won.

The mind growa in atrength of pur-

Pose, in reéeptive power, in breadth.

The intellectual

exercise and the consequent pleasure are akin
to what

the mathematician experiences in solving some
difficult

and fascinating problem, or to what the student
of liter-

: minok offices thereThere will alwafi#

was a time when pupils in school were
com-

i

its own compensation’

vs ot eocial life furnish

|

ip from his pictured
cultured sage from

_Each in his way, « Lou t
he

con which he tives,

f

ess with which his
leasure

g

Yet

and if there be no ho

s of prose’or poetry exercises and strengthens

be derived from eveu

So the Visitor wo

‘he study of music,

even if-there is ‘no })

sing it a profession,

There are many

securacy and refinement in spoakj jgand writing,
compactnoas and closeness in thinking, and, beat
of all, we

Two or three “qu
abont all that the

sequence and devetopment of thonght.

All the mind with scenes, images,

Wa acquire —the expenag for si

s of beauty,
a Power, or delicacy, I memorizing thoaght
music we have the
fame general reanlt The retentive faculty
aaick and sure, the siady of harmony is madeis made
more
easy, mora interesting ;fluency, correctn
ess,

very

y attainments in it,

5

If

Tle be

ither the time nor

r

» of musical study.

ople can give to it.
neouraged to take

the vestibule of ita

a

Among the real composers of the old school we sbek

in vain for a wealthy man, Palestrina lived
and died
poor, although not in extreme poyerty. Di Lasso
came
the nearest to being a rich man, because of the
conatgnt
friendship of the Dake of Bavaria’ Hiindel losta
fortune
in trying to establish Ttalian.opera in London, but subsequently regained more than thie amount by the great

success of his oratorios.

His friend Mattheson was

wealthy, but made his fortune ratherin diplomatic service
than in music. Beethoven died at least well out of the

reach of poverty, spite of thefact that, he represented

esfae to him in bis

last illness. After hig death there were several bank
certificates and poudettyand hidden away in odd corners

of his chamber.
A

Bach was poor throughout his career,

.
re
ea
8 facttowhich hia. very- large family
may have’ contri-

buted.

At his death, to the everlasting disgrace of

Leipsic, his wife was allowed to go to the poorhous
e,

where she died.

Mozart died eo poor thathewas

trace of his body has been lost, although thére is a
certain doctor in Germany who claims to possess
his
skull. Schubert was probably the poorest of all
the

greal‘masters, and some of his songs were sold for the
anificent aum of twenty-cente!

At his decease it was

dificult to raise enough money (by the sale of his few

effects)tobity him.

Wagner ia a representative of the

In Paris at one time

he felt the direct pinch of want, and no masical work
was
too humble for him to try. “He arranged cornet
aolos,
four-hand adaptations of operas, and even tried
to get
an engagement as a chorus singer in one of the
cheap
Boulevard theaters. When, yeara afterward, he became
the intimgte friend of King Louis of Bavaria (it may
be

remembered that it was at this court, centuries before,

Orlandi di Lasso won weulth and renown), Wagner for

the few last years ofhislife lived ssa prince.

In Venice,

where'he spent the vacation that terminated in his death,

with the subject on whigh he was at work, and laces, fine

The picture is in vivid contrast to the poor Schubert

dying almost'alone, and to Moxart buried like » pauper,
but Wagner was the modern exoeption, and there are to-

day more poor and straggling musical talgntand perhaps
or two ot moat, is geniuses than there everhare been wealthy masicians.

a wondertal art,

thoogh they may 1
lomple?

cthy, helpful, and

©

even # few feasons

sum equivalent to $50,000 for one jight’s musical

services, which puts the price paid to Pattjto the
blush.

sake is not without velvets, flowers, and perfumes lent their aid in stiovnlatdoctrine, but art ing the igSpiration of the great composer of music drama.

»

They love music.

e of
composition are acquired. fo logically doa eleganc
ono phrase
of great componer lead to another, 00 naturall
y do
~itiaalko better to
mesical thoaghte follow ong andiher, that the thooghtthe
al fal Tome World thas

a

fessional services, and he is said to have once received
a

retinue of servants and attendants, a family
time to excel in it, he bad.
etc, aidbelived in a palace fit for a king. When
better than none, tutor,
© mere pleasure to he composed, ‘hia study was decorated to correapond

Forthermore, when we learn by Even the purauitof i: (ur
heart paasiges from the Bible, from Shakesp
eare or its benefita, Art for
8 aah
Tennyson, from Addison or Hawthorne,
we not-only for the people's.
snk i.’ ju
sxerciae the memory,
butwe also gain a knowledge of enndbling.

the correct and elegant uso of words,
and of the logical

as he goes

+ ts commensurate
ee

Sn accurate memory is a very important part of
man’s A superficial knowle. o>0
equipment for the battle of life. -The memorizing of
sitiaright, aleo, to «i
passage

this wonderful faculty.

may be contended

were glad to curry favor with him by flattering hie musical vanity and paying him enormous sums for his pro-

che-child student get twovextremes, wealth and poverty.

his books?

pelled to learn all their lessons verbatim et
literatim,
The pendulum has now awung to the opposite extrem
e,

and memory is almost neglected in menta
l work,

result in perfelion?
+ to be derived’ fr

about as much aatisfaction
and big:lettered pritner as

with his ability to r:

be

in Kentucky. £9.~

vl

Does not each aphy «0

Prosasuy Nero, thé Emperor of Rome, waa the rich-

est musician that ever lived, bat j

buried
uptajns: Shall there in © common grave in the Vienna cemetery, and all

Sailors cannot «ll bee.

ature experiences when delving in the golden mines of iand.each according
rk ts performed,
poetry. ,
io
a long, and to each
There

oun the position of secdent of the road, or

be no men before the ust, t

the comparatively hu».
the rear rank?

WEALTH
BALTH AND ARD POVERTTY,
Y 0.
OF MUSIOI
OIARS,
ARS,

himself.as very poor to those who

viferent in other procr arte? Do all rise to

igh some have done ao,

mental growth and mental power.
:
more privates than geserals
In studying music the pupil enters a fresh field
of
Is all effort useless
. investigation, is awakened to new ideas, new:
trains of Is there not some pr
Atl
‘thought,

learns the vocabulary and grammar of a new
language, unlocks the treagure-house of new intellect
ual

Givé everybody

that-he did not make his wealth ia the musical profession
,
Yet thie is only partially true, for many of hia courtiers

who study music atisin toa

Closely connected with attentiveness,
almoat insepa-

7

immortal

hundreds and thousands who \.cu
ummering away at the
piano; scratehing for deus ive ot the violin; yelling

lar demandg'are made upon the mental faculties.
The
pose of the body, the management of
breath, the it allamountto? Why all tis
position of the tongue, the easy, open condition
of
Well, lot us see if it is a w.ie,
mouth and throat are matters of thought, undivided
not become artists. ‘here »
thought if the work is to be well done, ‘The
conscien- above mediocrity, But a very

tious student of the violin, or, indeed, of any
other instrument, will be called upon to exercise the
same men-

us

{ will let mausic’alone,”’

was the remary made to us

tion. In learning to play the pisndforte, the position
of
the hand, the method and quality of touch, the unconstricted condition of the wrist, all demand close
atten-

makea

IS IT A WASTE?

in mental discipline is the fixing of the Attention, the

concentrating of the thought upon » deGuite task.

which

beings, created for high dusics, noble pleasure, and a
lofty destiny.

The very first step

directing of the mind to the special work in hand,
the

Despias not the day of small things.

® chance,
The supply ia inexheastible, Let mbosoever will,
draw from the Fountain of Song.— Musical Visitor.

tion of our monotonons

ista that heavenly spark

‘That wen call arth,”

ata high stato of artistic attainment.

passinoate devotion to all : tis most noble, moat
lofty.

os

aboot dhe baaati-

"Where sympathy is lacking,"’ said Mendelesobn,
“correct,Jadgment is alzo lacking."” This should
kept in mind by toschers atid critica, If the teacher be
is
If tho critic or camual Hetener is Hop in

sympathy with the performance bis wits £0 wool-gajher-

ing, and au cabiased opinion cannot be formed. —Musicam thaslady of it, cal Pistter,

res

HOUGHTS

POX YOUNG TEAUHERS
PARENTS.

AND

and whene acqus
weiatam
did not make cagily,
enalto hese any thine topreoting, and I feet uit ltwonld be ~
gether we hed a vory plommnst iri”
away wpmey; bot. ebe can take again next
Perhaps this way soem too rRoaary or anponction ion <The one diteg wbedfal inthts world is good,
4 some of you, bat T have oaly te eay-—dry th
common senae, Wouldn't it bebetter to drop

ey wartie # eran,

Never leave « pupil witlvsiaply « lemon from « tech

Nor tong since [ read an article in» promioent musical periodical written by » bady who seemingly soos

prove a groat atumbling block.

cothiog but the dark spots in a teacher's fe, and loses

her article with the question, * Who
teacher?’

wgnld be » music

I enewer most eahataaien En”

1 find toachere who ere fall of sathosisam

hear wome one say,

trials!”

Do I

“Thon you have not had many

[ndeod I fare!

‘Thoir name has been legion.

My life bas aot been different from that of any hardworking teachor pbut do not the greatest pleasores of
lite come from hard tought battles and victories won?

Like Bunyan's Pilgrim, we must, meot all obstacles
bravely if we wish to make 8 successful voyage of life.
Té-any one is looking for » profession in whichhe oan

“be osrried to the skies on flowery beds of ease,"’ he

would bettgrapeak for s berth in the first airship that
comes his way, and ride through space.

Possibly he

might be so (un) fortunate as to find such elysian fields,
for they surely do not exist in this rushing, work-a-day

planet of ours.
There are timés in every teacher's life when clouds

they are not apt to: take the eame interest in it egain.

for their

If there is auy cortailing of expenses to be done, the

work aro gonovelly eucossatal, and the result of the milsic leseon is the first thing thought of.

After

years of experience, I cnn say honestly, were I to choose

ty profeasion again, [would make ao abange.

oneofthestudies
atwchod! and go onwith themusic?

tical Masdpoins, bat always leare food for thought, Bome will take Sire months, then mop fire months, then
Only 9 word of two dropped at the right Umse and place it will take’ another five months to got them where they
may help a child overa dificulty that might otherwise ‘were when they mopped the first five months; besides,

work, making remuneration only a secondary matter,

<
How many music pupils took the money that was to
pay their next, year's tuition in music to go to the

unrelenting toil to accomplish solid resulta.

World's Fair? There are few music teachers that could
not add sone nagie®to the list, Music will never bo

work of a ‘oncher who gives herself unreservedly to the ~

cannot be cstimated,
for it sometimes takes a lifetime of

If parents could only realize how very much a teach-

er's burdens might be lightened by insisting upon regu:
lar practice hours, I know they would insist upon it,
instead of allowing the child to snatch a few moments at
suck irregular intervals, I insist that a child can have
‘a regular time for practice just as well aa a regular time
for meals. If they ganvoaly. have fifteen minutes at a
time, do have it atthé same

brought up to’ the standard it ought to bein America

until parents learn and realize that it is a study the

fame as any otherjschoo! study, and cannot be picked
up and thrown down at will, and, surely, there is nothing in this world that pays a larger interest on the money

invested, for what isa home without music?
.

time every day, and have

MUSICAL INDIVIDUALITY.

the child understand that nothing but sickness or death
can interfere, Then parents may begin to look for satisfactory progress, and the child will become mach

BY JANE KINSOLVIXG,

more interested than if allowed to ptactice in anch ade-

“Warn God created man His master-stroke was
breathing the breath of life into him,” remarked the
‘been in the beginning. Many parents think because teacher to the pupil. ‘Had He not done this, of what
they are not musical themselves they can be of no as- account would man have been? Now, you have comsistance. But J say, yes; you can assist us in many pleted the mechanical part of your labors and find an
ways, and we need your help continually, for there is no inanimate thing which naturally displeases yourself and
profession fraught with greater responsibilities than that others. Breathe life and soul into it and-you have a
of the teacher, and we would like to be able when our ‘grand finale,’ , You played the same thing the second
time, tha you did the first, is why your hearers were
life’s work is done to exclaim with the poet,
sultory manner, which, if persisted in, will ruin any

are so dense as to portend s genuine cyclone, but jf, child’s musical futare, no matter how bright it may have

after wotsofseemingly capriductina toil, justafaint
light begins to glimmer through the darkness, be-en-

couraged, for the feeble light may astonish you by grow-

“ing—even unto the perfect day.

The seed sown upon

what you may have deemed stony ground may’ sprout

suddenly and grow far beyond your expectations, while
the seed upon which you have lavished your fondest

hopes may apront,

but wither by the wayside, so decep:

tive are the things of this life.
I believe one of the greatest barriers to happiness in
4. young teacher's life is discontent—wishing for the position of some who dwell on the heights, Do nof7think
“I wish to pat a damper on your ambition to rise in your

Sdigappointed.””

“Let musle cheos ue last on earth,

“Indeed; I did not,” protested the Miss, who did not

And greet us-first inbeaven.”
And there we shall eolve the mystery—why, in wesv:

quite comprehend.
“Not the same selection, certainly,” said the teacher.
“To use my previous illustration: Had the Creator
gone on cresting a world of men and given none
life, how much difference, think you, would there haye
been~in_the last man and the first? None, except in

ing our web of life, the lighta and shadows have been

80 variable.

o
s

profession ;Igay ‘Amen’ and * God-speed ” to allam-

bitions teachers, anh only ask you to remember that no
Parnassus was evér scaled at a leap, and if you will just

==

THE PUPIL OF TO-DAY,

form or feature perhaps.

stop to consider the wéary years of step by step’ by which

By a. ft

altitade, and could look behind the scenes and see how
far fame failg in bringing unadulterated happiness, you
would be better contented with your mission of keeping

the parents of to-day und when I was a child?:“It never”
occurred to my mother to consult my pleasure or con-

these musical cliff-dwellers have reached their present

the lower lights burning brightly yet a little while longer,
remembering that the lights along the shore are just aa

So in your music, it,all lacks

life, thought, feeling, and soul.

One piece differs frqm

another only in form. An artist never imitates, but

Wuar is the reason that there’is such a differencei creates.”

venience about my practice hours.

My

teicher laid

“Yes, but the artist, Miss Grant, paints hie own pic-

tarey while I em only daabing on the production of
another, making it more defective all the time.”?

down the law, and she saw that it was carried ont I - “His picture is not new, dear; we all have it aah 7
important as the beacon-light on the great-watch-tower. had so many hours's day to practice, then I had plenty in our minds, or we could not understand it. He took
I believe one of the most exasperating things a teacher. ot titne for play; but Iknew the work had to be done material as old as the world and glorified it with hia
has to deal with is inattention, lack of concentration, first, and I never questioned my mother’s right to con- own thonght. So may you take the material at hand,
and I've always found the inventing of a atory. illustrat: trol me. Now, my psirons will come ta me and say, put your very soul in it, think it, feel it, and then
ing the piece under consideration admirable for correct-

ing thie fault.

It acems to awaken enthusiasm, however

. dormant it may have seemed before.

You may think yon are not sufficiently imaginative,

but try it persistently, and you will surprise even youraelf, and will be rewarded

in your papila,

“You must talk tomy little girl and try and see if you

pat your fingers on the keys and tell it to the world.

can’t make.
her‘practice more; she dqntt practice as Your programme will say the piece was Chopin’s,
much as che onght to, and I. can’t do anything with Perhaps. It was when he thought it, but now you think
it and "tis yours, Chopin could no moro play your conher.”

by the inereasing animation

T have foand one of the greateat helps in sight-read- great trouble is {n nc
ing ia a thorough knowledge of cborde and. their rela- have a regular hour
tiona, and always bave @ child fininh every scale with

tonic, dominant, and enb-dominant chords in that key.

‘Those of you who have never tried it will be surprised to

soo how quickly the avgrage child will grasp thom.

When the child is euffiSlontly advanced you will Gnd

modulation a very pleasing study.

hopin’s than’the artiat’s picture is the prop-

oman who invented paint.
‘o practice, and practice bythe

clock. Habit is every:bing in thia life. Music does not igindebted:tothe inventor for paint, byt to himself
come by inspiration. [t is dry and aninterasting at lone for the disposition of it,
‘Don't wonder how some one else disposed of this
firat, and then fe the tivo a pupil needs encouragement,

and whon they begin ‘oput both bands together, the Sasaigsor that, for it dido’t msan to them.what it does
lef bond playing the \otes in the basa ataff, it is like to’ you, When -you attempt to master s composition

the crisis ino apell of ‘overy—then idthe time they need
Take a composition of medium difficulty, but ich in cargfal watching au! sood nurving, and all the help
inodulating chards, and say to your papi: Wo will sthay-oan’ got, .Itia th duty of parents to aco Ubat thera
now take a short journey | will travel In & circle and atop
fa & regular ine to p:actiog, and to goo that it isdonc,

St every etation (callleg each chord a station) long
enough to atady the characterisation of the inhsbjianta,”
inventing some lithe atory foremch chord.

Por tutanen,

Fpeak of all minor chords an one farmily, having & vein

of audqena (9 their hintary; User of Unetr rollicking ta
roe_retativan, when liveb sein all mesbisa, Theo apoak

of Ube planesta ofreaching bitte again aed bearing Ube
Gamitiar woices saking show oat jartey, and we reply:

“ Alchough ws fopad sane people who were reasiend

Chopin gave you

aterial and the coloring is yours; just as the artist

‘Thay owe it to the pupil, they owe it to themselves,

aad certainly owe it io the teacher,

How many teach-

ore (tayecl! with the rest) hava worked so hard with a
papil the Brat Ave months of tnd yom, aed felt that the

ext five monthe would sbow the work that bad bean
dose, when thiv¥ind of » thauderbalt would be barked
a yoe:

I

Let it be

insignificanttoconcentrate your-best and noblest efforts

upos. -Itiswhat you make it,—odions, if conventional,

bat beantifal if it speaks the eoal’s language. Originalityioany form of life ie perfection in that form:

+“ Remember ever that, ‘The hand om execute nothing higher than the charsoter ona inepire.’"’
ca
Lei ab beware of losing oor énthusianma Lot os

hate sanciedod

waevig thie Give moni!
sohool, a4

pat your individuality, your inger self in it,

an outlet for your dharacter. Never imagining it too

they ace

io atop my dasghter tres overglory in something, and atrive to retain-oor edinira: Ske het oo cane sedinn af hom forall that would ennoble and ourintereid
inallthat

comdiag har aa, thet she won't

woald enrich and beuntify ont life.—PhiQipa Brooke.
,
Bese

THE
WOADING,

AMD Ganj
mk LHe.

LiIgTeyiy

ETUDE,
aE

Fobly sad casiiy,
ad 43 the age ofgales

22soRERCeR

oe dieser a ooes.

litermtere amd by rogulas degsone bring thes ta Gel ihe
imaginative and romantic istwusity of caimence, end i

Auravvus the tewding artictes on musleal topice eApreds 0 ia musien! reality,
pabluuded daring the pau your have been raried ta
You may say, “I am aut geld ty fewch literature."
character, yet, wire comsdored dutlectirely, 1 le avsios This, however, ia @ parrew and smifish view, wholly naable and somewher remarkable

that the prescat literary

eosrgy bas been mainly ewploped tor one or other of

Uheos parponed; to siiuulate techaicel development jt
Preiee Lar great artists aad tounge the wunival public te

follow their methods; to sot torth at longi the (riale of

use tachors and deplore the tack of appreciation
and good tasty; and to ridicule the poor playing of the

worthy

of a musio teacher.

advived

to teach literature; merely gire an oatline tor

tho

breadth of the musical

come under your instruction.

s

swavmentality, and her usual answor, when asked (0 play,

The

Ssarvelous ataioments of artists are not the productor

in all who

Bot something that has to be created; itie an attribute
affection

and

is amply AGetowed on every

Tesponsible deing ; therefore it 1s evident that the ee.r-

erty of artists ix not due to the,want of material, but to

Dosymparheie treatment :

the seeming careleasness

“

pupil heare more music than he would otherwise bear,

and, moreover, learas something

of the composers,

and com-

role is that each one is to play something, however
simple or short it maype,even if it is bata line out of

the music class assembled for a lesson in

theory. Thie request resulted in the following “little
story" to illustrate oue of Mendelssohn's * Songa Without Words,"* which was played at the close of the lesson,

''Spinniog Soug,”’ Opus 67, No. 4.

the first studies, or an eday duet with the teacher.

The

fact that they can play something is very encouraging to

the little ones, and they often beg, as a privilege, to play

more than one selection.

We do notalways havea composer's life, but when we

do, the first part of the programme ia taken up with

An old Oxra, who was.in the habit of stealing children

other compositions, then comes a akéich of the com:

the cousnamation of aivrinda of pasuccessful attempte,§ to broil tor bie breakiast, one day carried off a beautital

but thd trinsinh of wbacact ideatty; and the love of
the id-al is unperverred sentimentality.
Sentiment is

8

becoming familiar with their names, lives,

"Trev us @ little story!" begged an eight-year-old
maiden so

ve Rw,

Ax an old in Interening pepils, monthly recitals are
very kelpful Io the ret place, Ube pupil is ambitious
to finish bis pieces that they may be rendy.to play, In
the second place, hie sees how his progress compares |
with that of others, and thia jo aenally an incentive to
better work (he next month. In the third place, the

positions, “By no méans last in the list of advantages is
that of gaining confidence to play before others,
Jo my own 6zperienset have found that the sooner &
popil begins playing before others, ihe better. 80 the

DY BO. A,

scoud whore named suljoots 16 seen to be inestimable,

the rehearsal ot failures, but by success alone.

aoul evolved

A LITTLE STORY.

at Lew e
Atcor Latemtogto pianists of all degrees of ekill, tho
beved from advice contained in articles on the Great and
aud we would give highest hanors to hore who recom:
mend Ve Mason's system of training for technical
improvament. Alns! tor those of the complaining snd
lsarauog kid. True art does vot profit by fnilures or

Then, tno, you ane not

roading which will increase the eocial enjoyment betwaan
yourself and your olesa, and it will amply repay you in

~proverbil boarding school gicl, with hor eo-oalled, sickly

of huasa

POPUA REOIALS.

the tomdy trtaba ep the den
works
ef mesic
pes
tand

poser's life, his photograph is exhibited, it

obtainable,
Princess who, with her maidens, was strolling in the and then follows the performance
of such of his comforest. He put the terror-atricken ladies into his huge, positions
ag have been prepared, usually with eome’
leather

bag, awung it over his shoulder,
and strode away remarks on each, such as the date when it was comThere he posed; the style of composition,
whether lyric or theimprisoned them, and as the Ogreas—hie wife—was old matic, and
any other
over the hills to his castle in the mountains,

and ugly, be soon wunounced that he would matry the
desutiful Princess.

He also gave orders to his cook to

sod diegueing ipnconracy of many of our young pianists serve the old Ogreve up
ino wedding pie.
is more frequently the fault of the tescber than the _.He then provided Luskets
of raw ailk an ordered the
pam.
For instance: Taoere ia a teacher in a large Princess and her widens
tospin and weave the wedding
“ sebool of ovr Siate: his touch is that approved by coma gown.
5
cossereatories at bome and abroad and his execution is
But the beautiful Princess thought of her loving Prince
very good
He teaches ma businesslike manner, poe- who, she knew, wis suurching
for heF day and night, and
seenog mone and seeing nose of the romantic beauty wept so esa
that the ail was too moiet to spin
and spirttoal e-aence of. musio“He avoids all senti-

pointe of interest,

sion, an

impromptu

examination

fondamental principles.

was

On one occa:

given on the

The class was divided ipto

two parts, according to the stage of their advancement,
and a new piece of music was given saa prize to the gira

in each divisign having the best paper.

Aiéother time a scale dri was given,

-

Sometimes a

masical game guch as Allegrando ia played, and the
popils find this instructive as well as interesting.
“Occasionally the parents are invited to attend tne of
and would twibt in all manner of anarle. Finally, the the recitals, and
this id an incentive greater even than

ment, thue sesring artistic feeling tn its infancy, and Ogre, in a rage, declared thatifthe wedding-gown
wag
with what result? There is sa much music in a Gfty-cent not
ready by the nene «( morning, the-whole, party—Prindram, beaten by a emall boy, asimhie playing and that cess and maidens—should
be drowned in the castle
of bie papits This kiad of performance was most apy moat.
.
exprewed bra young man who, in spoaking to me of
The poor mail
lit their lamps and begiift their

on an ordinary occasion.

a

Thus the preparation for more public performances is

constantly going on, and while failures at recitals have
occurred, failuresip public never have. This fart alone
is sufficient encouragement to the teacher, and repays
Nica man's playing, eaid: “ He gives it to her right from taek, but alas! th.»
sew but little about spinggmg, and’ for the trouble
the ehoutier.”
by miinight all bo © was gone. In despair, they kissed sarily brings, which the preparation each 4 month geek
Another teacher whose techoic is also highly ap- ench other good-nirht and went
tobed, where they soon
proved plays with grace and brillinacy, and with expres:

wept themselves t0 5) .np
:
sion az gentle, varied, and enbtile aa life iteslf, She
The moonlight
through the castle
indulges Ube fancy of her pupil, guiding it, entwining, and soon the fore. «\: ied
s came trooping
‘their
and prowing 44 into perfect symmetry.
« Ne.reeult of tsboritconfined to the presenttime only,

Now, two youre after popits bave left these teachers, the

of" bilvery Iaughte:,

Pupils of the turmer play with hardness and even indis- and bogan
Uactoom, with ganar and overdrawn oxpreation, to wheel tarned,work
ob! .0
GH the waoumey
they feel in thelr own
while Unsae of the Luter teacher. retain

i with amiles of joy and peals
ey J aged ont the baskets of silk

{ the fairies, and soon the

4 beautiful, silken wedding-

cliest Ggures in satin and

yen. Kequatet youresit intimately with the usacex,
heloan wee gouenl depocsion of your papite Bugin
With the hewant qin of womuie Uf cincnmaury, wed with it

MEE Hone htlew s ay higher

ant gre Chan Gaityscemecsan,

Bie ap the emotions

Ba wickbe atewid of being

thirion went to.)
camped withia «,
ree

shove ait hy joss pation good outuew

wae Pais milemed Frinesne wad he
oo he wn He Based,
‘
Phe wedding
Fa a awung dso Sash grote aad Were, enoaiiidied moe
Praca were |
an
AN

Nave San

AREY

sAmount

ap, fhe RAR

Brom gga

RWEARNRLOY reine

wtagae analy Amwuiin

Maw) Hiden ancieftaneny gareuutiud hy ie atkanok tl
Kikores
NT ATM alow.
A gana Masia am oe ike gla
meubet nuh
A die eee

Ae ae wee

Ghee

sichiow anon Mian Blade allaniene eiaiuat ach sxthen
“Srurost 4 a at suatitge and SheanagAO RO BAN BRO
reinite 4 guns, Faull ph paaip SN MA RaeIe
sia gies
seuani HIS atbaring Right aed
Weta os awe aa agit af Auta
Pannend weve

wpa
Rete

ber <b.

bead 1s.

aracad iy

eee,

he weary Prince, who waa
sete, told hime lf, and die

v

eerie #55
Pipi

Expressive, soft, and low.

Let tenderness and pathos flow,

wil

Alleg?o—
Now fingers fy and words ran fast.
Allegretio— Not quite so rapid as the Inst.
.
Andante—~ - Soft and slow the movement goes.

.

:

:

Dipressions—In exoctsive movement right.

—-

i

From soft to load the munio ewella, c

Da Cupe— © Retora,” this sign the player tells.
cely the Prince banged at Deokestinds—From

Youd to sof the music falla
96 the Ogre appoaned, ateia pt
To action Jond the sighal calla,
+ bead, roamed hie forely
‘Leader, loader, raire the song.
4emvriad nose all howe,
POR Brom, Londar'yat
aad very strong,
feryottem, “The henatifal Lategptsbitroe
Gild
aie
amd clone won thie you woo.
tain od alwwya Rega 44 MapyiareSipwiibes the eajor key.
1 ee were, Hake eum Mison PartonhWithe lender, bat
vot toostrong.
i

i

ee

hae BRHOTID gto.

¥
BY Bae matic
alain Rao
ey aah Gue

Adagio—

Affetuoso—

‘y song were over, and by
own to men, the gown was,
A Tempo ©Mark tho music as it flows,
1 oat the window, the dear ‘Briltiaste-— “With great
epirit and with might,

@ome wondertul «
completed. Th.

Y:
fare
omadered domieg )pow un Gapel gach thowgbi
a by theenstle dows, «
TOW mental aernay, acho enone, wat vitulieg
, and hand, the Princ:

AN ALPHABETIQAL MUSIOAL BHYME,

A Bxornrt issue of Freund's Musical Weekly contained

lug kinsea ow the pale face of tho following excellent musical rhyme, which is an excellent thing for beginners to memorize:—
Accelerando—In speed, increasing messure.
«edding-robe. The spinning. Ad Libitum—
Sing at discretion’s pleasure.
making alively accompani-

+ gtape-vine ladder.

the beaatiful Pris.

»

fe Wisglbionts Serge off momen,
Ake quMbed oF Quinney Hid
op lhe Gravieen aif Lissinig etl

deatearoniibon ee May

> Pheappasice

Mess Piameon® Weide san; too wohl o0 wrang.

q

Bia Posen Swvbund sad a a qoiet tone.
MaderedeLaide quiighnan herei Shown,
Peamene
Bon and dew, with gemtdeneun.

Phanassnitirien

Sition, ety weroan Londsinnosn,

%

Prenttantmn Arai nd quicken fis yarest Siaigran,
Mimnneion

STtastaiere

—Biden and ported,

wodbing lapars,

Boing eayelion du dae vesicien

ty Bad Ga dartnne ail vain,

1

*
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Allegro. ¢= 226
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Moderato.
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DANSE.
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:
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*

The Woodchoppers and the Linnet.
LES: BUCHERONS ET LA FAUVETTE.
Shes

The Woadchoppérs and the Linnet are most beautifully
depicted in this pretty piece. Strong and
hythmical sound the musctlar strokes of the woodchopper’s axe
through the woods; short bits of
song, now cheerful and then more mojancholy, accompany
their work, and when at noontide they
rest
for a while,and

~

the woods and-the air are still and calm, a linnet appears
on a branch and
sings them its merry little song. Their respite finished
they bestir themselves again,and resuming
their work with renewed strength, they bring it to a satisfactory
clos&
:
j
2

Sdtted by Constantin Sternberg.

Allegro

1

BENJ.

GODARD.

J

moderato.

ad

~

f Sriotl bonds inty amet the amatior pested
nates, the fingering applies to these only.
f speeiyPt tat he Thee Pereser &

aed

”

f)Smacl bande wilt find these aight

measures facilit

10 the laft hand by omitting the upper oe dome upon theated
xac-

1707-6

oud ant fours aighths:;-~he somewhat coarse staccut
fauede

wast

wat

sKfer hu the factivtatian, however,

ee

WoT a Rae cen neneannnntaet

far a2

Ste oe oe

|

i EE ecictaniasteainlgieichamaamid
seamed ionic onecelle conach

SO
«
»

=
-

,

i Hore the Podalohange muat ba very gutex fo a3 ty af
Saee the pout harmony, and #tili catch the lowest tonees

x

1787 aK

“

~

i

ow

the wert ghorduniess freon be stretched tx which case the
Pedaling of the preceding chords

may he.z2epeated.

f
2 Three thords
Hte on

wiwet be firmly

though nit HOP Tiy) held. desese
ta.Fomphaut

the moisure

10
Nv 1845
Edited by Carb Hoffman,
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GAVOTTE
x

1

DU PALAIS ROYAL.

The Gavotte together with the Minuet, Musette,
Sarabande, Chacanne, Vambourin, Bourrée,Courante
and igus aro Reecoco dances. This term applies
to compositions of the fifteenth,sixteenth and
seventeenth

centuries. The form of “andigue style” is used by modern
composers.
The metre of aGavotte consists of four quarters,
its movement
is
an
Avlegretfo
and its rhythm generally contains the accent on the first and third of each measure,
:
‘The periods of a Gavotte others upon the last half
and end upon the first half of aieasure.
Ldsted by Roven Westernhagen,

1

Tempodi Gavotte. x der
2

3

2

f

:

MAURICE LEE.
me

poco marcato

Copyright (mas bp Thee: Freeney

&

<

Keanrese $e;hersando

Sth

Ft risoluto. ,

ee

P schersando

» 00 erese.

poco mar
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BP graszioso
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THE
PHRASIHG.

a

ETUD®

Good tw indicate tke ip ead dowa seks ef the bow?

mane mathing, Interpretation ieneverinep-olad,
Homma oye, The Huger who feels wiabbeHager aied shold
Ti aweay the Gexttte,
H shold slours ‘deitoveligently
seers the accents and phous ya san of tastey bot im. ‘The sodjeet of dot
phrasing
dad}
in inbabeat

Tie at of pheasiay well, t& dae of geeat importanceii

he whe ems ualy give tulwes aad istervals withmel sense

of the phrasce, bowster

*

acoumia be may be, lea ment

Suliae Kingeoe anys,

A phisad of suse

the iatelligeat interpretation of masic, BEt, arehge Ww

machiao,

called eandard editions, Phrasing involves no new
principles; itis only the carrying into effect those tong

Yet the cole ia, that the frat note of a phraan should be
accented and ite last note made soft and ahort."” From
tho preceding the following deGnition bas been formu-

oot always perceived it.

lated.

saone oan medion, for tt iethe musionl shetore that
beings obscurity
oot ofitehiding place, giving 11a new
weaning,

1 also brings

intelligence
ontof a moaning:

say, la the very dabject that has been wost ueglected. cannot be changed witheat destroying the anthers lena chaos of sound, ofttimed transforming the whole
Negtvcted because (thas uot beon tally anderstoad, ba intention and a phrase Gannot be concested from the munca! thought, and inveging it with sew color. It
:
cause (das beou imnroperty taught, becanke of the intelligent reader.”
defines the form more cléarly, and as Schumann Baye,
CW, Landon says, "The whole aabjact of phrasing “Only when the form grows clear
great diversity of oplulon comvoruine whal the ' phrase”
to you will the epirit
really is, and because of the inoorrectness of many ao: iin. more ar tess of @ muddle. Authorities disagree. become 80 too."

oxisting.

Trath has always oxisted though wo hava

Priaciplos, not rules, are tho

espreasion of truth in some of itemany formes.
Priaciples vet undiscovered pervade evary form of art.
Geadoally they are boing brought to light, and the wholo

OHOOSING A TEAOHER,
BY Mw. KL,

A phrase is a succession of tones that makes

sonee but not necessarily complete
sense.
The true
bases of the phrasé are its harmony, ita melody and its
thythm.

The interpretation varies with the sentiment

world of thought ia amazed at their simplicity, increas 10 be expressed.
ing our growing wonder that they were never revesled _ Suppose we review some of the definitions given.
before; and sothe principles and bases thet underlic a Opinions are good for what they are worth but what
correct phrasing are fow and simple. They contain the *hey are worth ia slso a matter of opinion. No person

We who have atdiied music are often led to wonder’

why those who hgye inot studied it made such odd and

seemingly seneeless remarks regarding the stady of it

and seem to have such strange ideaa about it, and these

same people, we know, are quite reasonable on other

subjects, One of the first and imost injarious of those
barmonio, the moladia and the rhythmio principles. No lives so entirely within himself as to receive no impress ideas is the very common one, that so many-have, that
@ person whom they knowtobe an inferior or even a poor
more, no less Conssionsly or nnconsciously we form from hie surroundings, hence the authorities quoted may
our opinions, largely from thore of others, and the few be the thread that will help untangle the skein. Many teacher for advanced pupils, will do ‘ well enough ” for
a begitiner;that a superior teacher is not likely to have
suthoritios bere quoted will at last serve
to refresh our

minds, perhang enlarging the horizon of them,
Palmer's Piano Primer says: ‘The phrase is a short
-tone chain which makes sense bat not complete sense."

of the.definitions are by far too arbitrary,

There are so

many exceptions to every rule that even a general one

is ofttimes worse

than none, The rule that the frst

80 much patience with the first lessons as one who is apt

to make mistakes themselves.

«

‘

What an absurd idea! and we hear
by
note of the phrase must be accented cannot be made to persons of high standing in other sciences.it advanced
A good and
+ + + Grove saya: ‘Just as the intelligent reading apply in many cases.~ Neither is the last note of the
of literary composition denends chiefly apontwothings, phrase made staccato in numerous instances, To say true music teacher is also a good and trae sympathizer,
and no one can feel more keenly for the trials of a
sctentnation and punctuation,
acdoes musical phrasing the melodic or the rhythmic or the harmonic structure beginner than one who
thoroughly understands those
depend on the relative strength of the sounds, and upon alone furnish the basis of the phrase is not enough. trials, a8 any
one who has loved music enongh tobecome
their connection with or separation from each other, They all go handin band and must not be separated.
a thorough teacher must understand them; why do not
Tn jnatramentsl music . . .the phrasing
+.
All the numerous marks in Riemann’s editiona have people apply the same reaéoning in choosing a music
smuet be the result of a just application on the part ofthe no meaning unless the player is master of the thought
teacher as they would in choosing a teacher of any
performer, of the gontral rense of the music and of the presented. Marks in themselves, only serve to direct
other science or classic (and music is both # science
Herein lies the danger

observance of certain marks, by which the phrasing is

the attention to certain effects.

indicated.”

of too profusely editing and annotating, the student’:

Marchant, in bis work on phrasing, says, ‘When one

attention many times being directed to the marks alone

the division clear. Thia is accompliched by ending the

When they do thia they do too much (or too little) caua-

phrase follows anotheritis the performer's duty to make

and not to the real meaning thy are intended to convey,

and clagsic or perhapsI should say a classical science)?

Uf parents wish their children to study Greek, Latity
ilosophy, ete., they do not think—“ well, that age

young man who wishes to study for the ministry has, wo

know, studied Latin; his mother said the other day
that he was through the first principia; he will do for
may be assiated by slightly shortening the last note of when dwarfed andzabsorbed by.snother, becomes only @ Willie to begin with, and the money we pay him will
help him,a little instead of putting more money into the
the firet phrase-if the character of,the music will permit parody and imitation, Such editions as Riemann’s are,
+ + + but there is another very important idea tobe however, especially good for advanced, and serious pockets of Prof, —~.” This, as an act of charity to
the young man, is very nice, but as a means of forming
considered in the Rubsto effect, a gradual hastening
phrase softly, and then giving a slight incresse_of force ing the student to rely entirely upon the revision, forget:
to the first note of the new one. . . . and the effect ~ ting that he too has a right and an individuality which,

of

atudents who can apply and ¢pmpare the

19with other 8 good basis of ‘educating ‘‘ Willie” fh the classics any
‘good énd by one will say is worse than nothing; in the way of (most ~;

the time in order to gain intensity in approaching a

editions and who will retain that whic

prosching a point of repose,”’

ment and ideas, will gain many valuable helps;

point of climax, or gradually slackening the time on ap-

Ridley Prentice says,

“The chief thing is to lif the Angers lightly after the

lest note, thus creating little breaks.""

Amy Fay saya, (M. T. N. A., Report 1887),

‘The

fitting it into that niche best adapted ¢ their tempgr-

Ta‘no case, however, should the phrase be

ught from

a technical or physical basis only, viz:—that
:
‘'Thehand

should be lifted at the end of every slur.

‘Nopteaching

likely) giving Willie wrong ideas of pronunciation and
the few, words of which he learns the meaning will not
bey by any means, sufficient compensation for all

‘bag habits he,i¢ likely to form; and how much mote so; |
ia it likely to be the case in the matter of music study, 4

slora ehould be atrictly observed. Pisno teachers ara can be more fallacious, Ideas, not things; mental con-many bad habits to guard againet and
very neglectful of this. Pupils ehould be taught to lift cepts, not mere motions, Always work from the inner where there ar
habits are formed they are not likely tobe
the band before and after the slur. A correct. phraging ©consciousness" outward, from tone effect as principal, where; if gogd
forgotten. ee
dependa upon thie.” W. 8. B’ Mathews, in his work on _ motion and muscle assubordinate and secondary, for the
In this matter there is one
thing I would like to sak
phresing, saya, ‘‘A phrase is a succession of tones hand will only express what the mind and character can
baving
a determined motion and repose,

+

.

.

and

phrasing is tho expreasion of the individual ideas which

& picce conteing.

.

.

.

Continuity of thought must

exist in the player’a mind, otherwise tls playing bePhrazing therefore im.
comes fragmentary, 6.
plica intelliganos."?

‘Tha farthest advances apd the grastoat innovation in

making the subject more clos, at leant to the eye, isthe

syviarm_ employed by De. Hogp Riemann. Be saya,
“The employment of the car aa 9 alge for togato play.

sng le quite aheadonsd.

.

.

.

The new offoa of the

say la to indicate the articatation of the musieal thooght

foto the vate divinioss.

.

5 The nataral point

betweas plenngy ix the dynamic serimthe fike point

prompt and inspire.

Again the Rubato affect is most”

the description equally applicable to all.

So the rule

{SHO) tha "Bing thay ke the Basie Gf aution, while the

are Kamer of tke pirkae.

Phin

jag tne Gos 1,Rate the Teatinw seated of fiwaiey ategSAE and thin iowa singh Fastie
aw MG quiche wEmd Che
feet dane af Via gdowmn Mace plsaat mache mee ning
Pov martes Aonch Sly igi Rh he lhe haratiang, Baty

“Willie”? The teachers who have studied with profes-

that “There should bes gradual hastening of the time
sional masters are more likely to know more and to
toward the climax, and a retarding from the climax to kuow better’ how to impart their knowledge, and to have
the end of the phrage,”' can only be made general in ite
moro patience, than ohe who has never studied out of

application. Tho same remark also applies to the Tash
note of the phrase, which in many instances is actually
made longer.
‘
Ip regard to the “alue,”” the firat thing to do, is to dias

‘your own little towns and it is to those living in the

Hie attempted panetaatiog the satae a0 aa lo expres the

a0 bare for pattiag "pin money" into the pockets of

‘wmaller towns that these remarke apply ; people living in
large citips-have other ways of knowing to-whom itie
bout to eaxid their children for instruction ; the same role
abase the mind of the {net that in the average edition applies to musical matters that holda so good in other
it means anything. Tmpgines man setting cp type in affcanea“'tha best is the choapest'’ and sursst and also
lspgoage the laters of which he dose not andaratand, “(the bow ta none to good.'? The consideration that

ters theniewents and the new erewende buginn bestseman will byabout axsaccosfialagthat of Ure musio
la regard to the readering, we eae warn paticalarly ofgraver wha, lo numamen inmadce, has wot arom a
agsinat waskiag he bouedary of nck phrase by a per emaMaring of wasizal sdacation, but who spusetrically
swmatihe gat
ie, OC. BR Cady aaym, fete Hectares earangon the page live cinaner bighly plossiag to the ese,

whwond and gears

parents and guardians: will you ima the same

reasoning in finding a music teacher for ‘Minnie’? aa*

important, but describing one Jandscape does not make « you would in choosing a professor of languages for

bat sical Camatranaly ay Feeisan acdibble expaoniion of

Ue araaiond moma le adafernad, eee Vou Nulew did

young, ladies whe onght to be stedying thomaelres ia not

worthy a thought) great
a
many ofthem put on a pitifal-

teoe
ithaving to earn their own living ; let them eara
ithy teaobing or deing aomothing they know howe to do,

inacond of Srepending 0give insieootion in music when.

they So awore harw

tas

When thane who bare oonteol of the musica) edo.
sot bald tothe plansing ad his sae editions of Beet.” oetion of the ‘jemng sacoursge apd emplog only chore
Mberoaph, them we will have Raleee, mat cae one ahwane anreemihes Unedenrinen to ato are enbnmchenierue
wand of 4 mah unis wie ote ©prode,” wad thoagh
Kiemasa"s hobay
Vhkw plana ace Cem ehentd aemean oe gremls Lead 7

owe WH Date, Tower eirzile Seg ema
Al ae Hears teed eunie aged

peli,

oePATO, aad

THE
WHaT

SHALL

BR TAUGHT

they aro naturally interested in Uheir works, Tied tla
is bearing goud fruit in forming thoir
taetee fer
a geod
siylo of wausic.

BrarHMERE,

fo beginulog music, as in every other art, the fret
stop laa critical one, Au hnjadicious teacher often givos
the child such a distaste for wusic, thal the first impros.
Iv is avovssary to win at once the respect and confi-

dence of the pupil, aud to inspire her mind with enthulessons can

be presented

in such

‘Taaam tga lot ofwhat Josh Billiogs would oll sound

“hare sense" Sn the article in & recent inaue of
our

int Tnterprejation."!

tera.

Too many of our music students have no definite

novel and

Tho writer animadverta upon the

modern. tgridency among pisniata to sacrifice the spirit
of
the composition in order to pose as distinctive interpre
-

BY UENRUETSA MAGEE.

sisam for music. [f the teacher is endowed witha lore
for her profession, and with a taas for imparting inatrue-

PLANISTIO anvsniexs,
contemporary, the Musical Standard, entitled the " Pian-

WHY 80 MANY FAILURES?

sions can aver be obliturated.

tiou, the

ETUDE...”

Simple compositions of simple sentimen

t that we
ave held doar appear when played by them unaffect
ing

purposo in mind in their atudy of munic. Some take and fearfully distorted. “We are far from having a
musio leasone simply becanso other young people are rooted aversion to dovel performances,” he writes,
‘talways insisting, however, that they
measure to blame, and sho should try to discover doing the same, or because they imagine it will
must @ppear to
give Teprfsent sincerely the composer's
wherein lies the fault, It may bwin the dull, mechanical
meaning. Thia
them more prominenesinsociety, or perhaps thay think qualXy,
alas! too many of our
manner of presenting the trathe she has tqimpart.’ In to appear more intelligent and refined
pianists (and
if they carry a their Yarious imitators) do not withmodern.
adopting the feminine gender, 1 do eo advisedly:for music roll and have a pisto-at home.
any conviction put
forth,
whatever may be said of the more ad?anced grades, I
Young people who have no higher aspirations than eccentri One lives in an age of ‘tormented’ and merely
c readings;
beautiful lights that the child will never woary.

If tho

pupil is habitually listless, the teacher must be in some

am confident that woman alone is capable of judiciously

these will mover ‘rise above their ideals,

excelled ss a gnide.
Esch of these works falls in
readiiy-with Mason's ‘Touch and Technic.’
No one book can contain all the teacher needs,
and

tion given was, ‘ Why do you study music?’ This was
perbaps the hardest question in the entire list. Some

Yet every
desling with the tender mind of the young pupil.
tencher has in his experience met with some each puWith young beginners, either Landon's “ Pianoforte -pila; indeed, they may be found in almost
every class.
Method" or Goldheck's ‘Primary Instructor” is
In a list of examination questions for o class in the
nu-

she should be constantly on the alert to'seize upon
and

incorporate into her work any hint, wherever
that may aid or strengthen,

reading, and until a correct position at the
piano hes,

been acquired.

I find this a useless delay.

I would

never use the notes in teaching thé scales, but would

instruct the child st the beginning to form them by

steps and half-stepa,

of the answers were,

Because mamma wants me to,’”

and, “ Becapse I like to,’ and “I do not know.””

found,

Many teachers object to the teaching of the scales,
until the child has become somewhat advanced in note.

musié departinent of one of our Universities, one ques-

fatiiliar compositions are given an
masic are asking, with plenty of justification, what -will
bo the end of it Will|there be a return to
the
of
the past? . . . An absurd value ig given merils
to every
effect that are obviously foreiga to them, and
lovers of

phrase—ras if it were aseparate composition—na

every
note, with a very weak regard (in eome casesa y,
total digregard) for the true and whdle spirit of the work
performed.
t,waa not an abuser of the fempo rubato,

hia

interpretations were ever of the,greatest
musical °
Tt is the teacher's duty to instill into the mind of the
worth, His reading of
composition differed, traly
Pupil a desire to study music for its own real worth, and
énoogh,
from
that
of
the
ordinary or even celebrate
ita value in connection with his education. Instead o£
player; but all the variations that existed were conse-d
this he is often

allowed to work along and got through
without any personal interéét on the part of the teacher.

Lack of courage to continue in the close, earnest work
necessary to success often robs the world of
the infiu-

ence of @ person of talent.

quent upon his interpretation of the apirit of the compoition he had in hand, and not upon a desire to make

his listeners gape at detached singularities
in his reading,”’ This tinkering with the texttowhich the
writer

When you face a difi- alludes ia most irritating, especially when
This is not so difficult to accomplish ag some
the divergence
culty never let it stare yon out of countena
supnce,” is a from the spirit of the comfigéition is made—as
pose. If the teacher is suficiently clear in her explana
it invarivery good motto for people deficient in this quality.
ably
is
made—fo
r
the
tions, and withal possesses the requisite patience, the
sake of mere technical display,
Children and grown people alike crave encourage- And
we
cannot
help
conclud
child will soon understand the construction of the
ing with the writer that
ment from their associations. The co-operation
pas“ his sort of thing will last ao long as the human
snd can soon form a scale upon any given keynote, scale,
rents and teacher will help greatly in satisfying of thie~ad
race
The
mires
acrobat
iem,
whether
common chords, too, are readily mastered if the
it takes the elemental form
teacher desire and establishing self-confidence in the student.’ of standing on
one’s
head,
or
the more cultared form of
presents each step clearly.
So not only courage, but encouragement aa well, are digital
dexterity on musical instruments.”
This is a good introduction to harmony, and I
do not desirable for a music student,
Sad my youngeat pupils unable to grasp these initiatory
Another necessary quality in the study of music
is @ sense of the term Inet, or will

steps.
A child taught in this manner will in a few months
evince 8 much greater mental development than
one

strong intellect.

When we open the music page

read the symbols throug which the tomposer has and
expressed his deep emotions and inspired thoughts, we are
who has been confined to mere noté-reading, however powerless to interpret
all he gives us key
ce
well graded the lessons may be,
» and healthy mi
a
=
+
Tt is to be taken for granted that much of the
Mere
feeling
and
lesson
emotion are not sufficientfo interhour is to be devoted to acquiring vorrect position and pret Beethoven, Wagner,
and Schumann, but welltouch.
developed brains are necessary.

:

To be musical, one requires to be in a musical
atmos-

phere; and to create this atmosphere for
the pupil, the

teacher should apare neither pains npr expense. Upon ,
my table I place
books, pictures, cards, games’ per-

taining to music,-that I think likely to attract
my}

pupils.

T have made a novel use of the game of biographical

cards issued by Mr. Presser,

As these cards were not

‘

greater scope for meretricious display—will cease .to
charm? The ultra florid type of vocal musft so fashion-

able at one time is now no longer cultivated, not because
dir singers are one whit the less expert in the manages

It is said that Beo-

thoven wrote in his note book the following couplet,
which all would do well toremember:—
:
aA

there come atime, as the
writer suggests, when. pyrotechnics on the piano or
the

“Ho who the poet would understand
Mustgointo the poot’s land.”

x,

their couiterpart in the trills and runs which modern

&

kind need one object to the slight elaboration“of a
ig to the
Thought and ‘feelings which compositions of this kind awifen.
But

Carelessness on the part of the student in practicing

is the cause‘of a great many failures.

good judgment are very essential, Careful self-criticiam

when a familiar and loved work is distorted iy the manis lacking ip too many eases where pupils doa suflicient nerisms and interpolat
ions of the performbr ont of all
amount of
thinking, but do not bring their execution up, resemblance to
itself, one bas a distinct right to Pretest,
musician, and the to their ideal. When studying
music, why not plan the Virtuosity in the fall senae of the
word, by which We
Each takes a card work thoroughly, with success
as the object to be at- comprehe

intended for the use to which F put them, I
drawa pencil

mark through
all that ie not to the point, leaving but

the'dates of birth and death of the

titles of bis most prominent works,

nd temperament, intuition, mechenical

during the week aud is required to memorize
the items

skill,
tained, and work according to the plan, instead of drift... wndall
mentioned. This proves an easy and pleasant way
that: enables one to perfectly interpret good musio,
of ing away into indolence, and finally coming to shameful is
teaching individual history, and is an agreeable task
and-will
ever
remain
an
inestimabl
e
thing
;but the dethe pupil. The same intereat-could not be elicited byto and reproachful failure?
sire‘and digital
We often meet people who have a desire to play aa the langasgo ability to translate musical poem ‘into
the uso of a ywlaminons book, and the cords
of
the
‘complete
tutor” is no indieption
Goswer the well aa some pereon they bave heard,
or one with whom of its possession. Musical Notes, London.
parpose vatil farther development,
rs
My popile dotight in gathering (nots concerning these, they aro nequainted. Wo ndmirg their ideals, bat woni
§
der that they do not devo:
equired amount of time =—Papile may beanre thet teachers do
maaicians from every available sonren, and
vie with each to becoming such a pd
not
fault
They
probably
other In this atedy. The glogant life-size portenite of
know with them merely for. thé plessure of finding find
fault, If
that at least three of four botra a day of patient, earnest
the grems mastereadora my tnusic-roow. Seuller
the teachar ia worthy that reepect which leads pupile
pricte wark, aed thie alone, will lead to auch
proficiency, and study with him, he dooeo't Sed feelt except when it toin
ond photographs of lnaser Hghta and of famous
segue itamustbekept op Cor months and year,
sil receive
necessary,
papile

their share of attention from sothusiantic

A etary tailing eomres of dedight is foundjnthe
recent
prilientions of Me. Prema; © Pianiate ot Use Peat
and
Premera" ead “AneeiatenofGreat Mesiclaie "Thea

densi Komtaiss

hee charcoal Sciam mad chy! Foupile

ceely neon oweryopmenbewitg eo ceed thea

Phe ‘oman

wnainans thas toons King pottnotager to UBaie aad

Bo many are not willing to work for what ie x0 worthy

Uheir ailention, bot would rather leas aa boor than de
Yots ik to the attsining of anything oa atefal and wo
comfartting ae masiy wher ange sitaiged,

“To bist whe scwompliahon euch the day bas many

Beare, bot ty Rick ho dock gothing i fal aud ese,
Ububeh it eros a Wee time Thue wine boramet. Be
Bae ook cade all epee Barr”

2

and. then be does it with dignity. If the
teacher is oanstantly fanltfading, and does it in an

irritable. manner, you had hetier Jeare bim at once.
Now and thou we learn of a taacher wbo gets his pupila
fo Sertone that they bumi oot crying. It in nottwell to

reauaid long with wecha tescher.

The papil goose to

his with four, which wyoide the $e of Uhe lenin. At
om tenon afl wbouadd be restful and digvifind.~The
Pnoodint,
3

ahs

.
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ape see
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SSE

PUBHING

AND PULLING.

nN

ETUDE.
TINIAN

185

yninnnNiaiaitim

ammameeeme

sad uote holplees following of the
ensofone's on previoks oocastons, bare! ont laughing,
Sogers or one's thought The playinfeeblos
fendelsg af all
BY OkaUa a, Buowy,
tor instance, first in quarter notes, thes sixtecathe atalea, doke, however, got quite angry at their ard ad
tha, thea improvising « finale afer the 80h bar or
80, Anahi
thicty seconds, to the metronome, a2 from
co
60 to 200 his Capriccio in F sharp minor,
Waar can be more interestidg than the tesching
No. 6, which he played
of beats in the minute, cannot fail to
give accuracy to the through with eleganes
and a certain amount of respect.
beginuers, or, [might say, the atudying with beginners? timo-thought aa wall as facility to the
fingers,
&t the conclusion we all applauded bim, and
We should make ourselves a pupil with our pupil, Wo
Thoro aro-aomé, of course, who will say that
then, when
such ba begged me

training makos mechanical players. I cathot
with them, and I apoak from personal experionce agree
the pupil, aud then bring him to our bottor aad clearer obécrvation, It no more makes the playing mechani and
cal
light. Tho teacher should be ready at sach lesson to than following the conductor's wand makes the
orchesstep to the pupil's lovel of knowledge on tho subject, tra mechanical. To be sn artist one must-be
able to
thon, having in mind « goal for that-pupil to reach, he play in perfect, timeslow, fast, or anywhere
;
must keep himeelf tho companion of the pupil until the then one must be able to leave the time at will. between
This is
goal is reached.
not the same as having the time leave the player, and
Ob! yes. I hoar your objection to this pretty theory that is the effect if one is not able to play by Maelzel’
s
on the ground that some pupils will not be companion- wonderfal invention.
have to keap ourselves in a position to be able to
a0

the point of the lesson in hand 1h the samo light with

able, and will not walk conformably by your aide along’

the unroyal road to learning, But thore is this about
its
if one is entrasted with the guidance of an
obstinate
pupil, and is competent to guide, there can be no power

There is still another use to which the metrono
me
should be put in education. What teacher does
not

know the forward, perhaps brilliant, child, who comes in
radiant
some morning and announces:

‘‘I have been try-

fomewhst

to play something net and striking, os he
viciously referred to my compositions, I

determined I would

expense.
nounced

have some

revenge and fun at his

So I seated myself at the Piano, and an-

that I would

Mondelssohn,
myself,

perform

the Capriccio, Op. 5,

arranged for concert performangs by

“In asecond the guests had comprehended
that I

intended being revenged on Mendelssohn for
butchering
my poor Rhapsodie, although, I suppose
many thought it
8 rather hazardous attempt to playadifficult
composition

in @ new garb or arrangement on the epur
of the
moment, especia
lly with the composer sitting within two

yards of the keyboard.

However,

I did what I had
announced to do, and at the conclusion,
Mendelssohn,

in that pupil to prevent the discerning teacher etepping ing Chopin's Prelude No. 8,’ or, perhaps, '‘the Twelfth instead
of bursting out with indignation and rege
to the pupil's level of knowledge and then keeping Nocturne, and it isn’t so very hard, I
at my
I could impudence and liberty, took
himself on the slort, ready to step in front and pull, or learn it in a little while.” You spend no think
time in argu- turned it over, backward andmy right hand in his, and
forward, and bent:the
to step behind and push. We shall always find a suf- ing, but adjust the metronome, call the child’s attention
ficiency of pushing or pulling to do, and we must own to the figures at the beginning of the piece, and To! the fingera this way and that, finally reaiarking laughingly,
‘as I

that we need it. We should not keep
order without it, and, no doubt, we all
of the obstinate ones will fit any set
previously so fondly formulated and
minds. We discover theve‘are different
sometimes by the hand and sometimes

had beaten him on the keyboard, he thought

in good working composer's idea comes home to him and saves him many
find that not one ,8 long hour of unnecessary work and possible attachment
of rules we had toa false rendering. It is possible to give the composer's
fastened in our intention of many masterpieces, and place a child on
ways of pulling: & correot time standpoint as to them long before he
by the ear; and has the technical ability to really play them for him-

there are different ways of pushing: sometimes a gentle self,

hia
only way for vindication was to challenge
me to box,

but that now since he had examined my hand,
he would
have to abandon’ that decision.’ So everyth
ing passed

/

over smoothly, and what might have been a very

un-\
pleasant meeting turned out @ most enjoyable
contre-

temps,

While very young, the words allegro, allegrett

However, Mendelssohn forgave, but he Sever

o, forgot.’”
vy
A. Sreetezc,
Pressure of the hand is enough, and sometimes we must andante, sndantino, come to have a very definite
aes
bring to bear our whole weight against the opposition, ing for him, and his powers of musical thinkingmeanare
Woe unto the teacher if this exertion does not count, Sreatly increased!’thereby, and he ean judge very
MUSIOAL PREJUDIOES,
_~
cor- ~ :
~
rectly what he can do himself with artistic effect,
and glory to the pupil if it does!
eee
a
:
He
alr
our
thought
a
be
kept
It seems sometimes if there were more invariable knows how fast he can play octaves,
free
and
broad,
our
actions
chords, arpaggios, generous and
noble, our charities and sympathies lan
rules to lay hold of in teaching we would have many and trills, and he sedswhat-thust be done to give
a and: human, says
a
rough places smoothed down for us,—if we could
writer
proper
on
“
renderin
Prejud
g
ices,”
of
a.-eertai
the
n
composition; he either
do

anything by rule, in fact. It we all had our pupils from
the beginning, there would not be so much pushing and
pulling to be done.
:

Germans!"

to use the metronome refugesamoat faithful and reliable

What did-it dean?

ally, and the teacher who does not know ita possibilities

USE OF THE METRONOME.

or who has never thought of applying

would, do well to begin at oncé

BY'M, L, KARR,

widelyWs possible,

Do many teachers realize, I wonder, what an effective

ally they have in the metronome?

only then, do our Prejudices“disappear. I once
takes it and playa it correctly and easily, or he leaves
heard
it @ pretty young
girl say—
alone, and that this is a gain what teacher will deny?
=
“I don’t care for Wagner’s music because I hate the
Tn shirt, it seems to me that the teacher who refases

There is a new school

of teaching most successfully in operation and growing in

re

them to teaching,

t@Pciltivate them as
Se

LISZT AND MENDERSSOHN,

~

popularity, one of whose most distinctive features
ia the
“You know," said Liszt, ‘that Mendelesohn, wio
use of this little instrument. If the backward spring
of
the finger is properly taught, and accurate attentio
n to had a dislike for me, and on one occasion, at a soiree
at
teste insisted on, theemetronome’é aid in
ng, Dr, K—~'s, he drew a picture of the Devil on a black.
pieces and exercises is invaluable. It encourapractici
ges
pre:
board, playing his G minor concerto with five hammers,
cision,

bility to playin public.

er of nervousness and ina-

Ef a pupil has conquered her-

self, her bands, and her feelings sufficiently to play a
composition
dom,

/up to time, by the metronome, with freo-

sbandon,

and ease, indicating

the ad libitum

passages without losing'the beat—a thing I have often
heard done by small children—she can play that piece

before any numberof people with assurance
and mod-

ealy—a happy combination for an artiat of whateve
r

age.

It ia eclf that mast bs conquered, ppaamadic,

nservour, catatored aolf, before Anything can
be done in

public; and thie calm, anemotional, topical
liule ticker
ins eopport beyond words in tho battles,
th iy mow helpful, too, in the assigning of technica
l

from the manuscript, and as.I found several of-the

passages rather simple and not broad enough, it
I may
use the term, I changed them to anit my own
ideas,
This, of course, annoyed Mendelssohn, who, unlike

Schumann or Chopin, would never take a hint of advice

from any one, Moreover, Mendelssohn,

aby frate

nn
‘and sho was born with her prejagices,fand waa in w fair
way, in her narrow limited circle, to
ith them |:If
she went to Paris, and her prejudices welt favorable
ones, they would be equally foolish, because they would”

have just as little raison d'etre. The best bred people

Thave ever met show no strong prejudices—men and

women of thé world prove their tact, their good byped-

was tho most zealous musician that ever lived, Ways

promptneas, and accuracy—nay, insists, with
its in lieu of fingers, on each hand:
The truth of the
strenuous monotony, on all these,
matter ia:that Ionce played hia concerto in @ minor
“It is the foe and vanquish

Only that she was very silly an,

very uncultivated, and that she never

ing, their instinctive refinement by the apparen
t absence

of all prejudice.

Tt, therefore, seems to‘ bring us to the

conclusion that the prejudice is rather a vague matter

after all, perhaps engendered in a peevish mood, an excitable or nervous disposition or temperament, It is not

intenged to do any one any harm, and perhaps harms
more

those in the possession
of it than anything

or

anyone else, The tolerance we crave in others will also
make all prejudices disappear, when we ourselves are

also tolerant,

6

‘

4 /s-I would say to young teachers, be thorough ; be sure
:

t

who, although
a refined piaiiiat, was notavirtuoso, never could play’ that a pupil understands everything a8 you go along,
my compositions with any kind of effect, hia-techni¢al Encourage them to ask questions ;sometimes they are
akill being inadequate to the execution‘of intricate pas: ashained to ask for fear you will think they ought to

know; the smallest things will often make the largest
sages. So the only course open to him,-he thought, w
to vilify mo asa musician, And, of course, whaler stambling blocks. 1 wy to make them feel free to ask
aaything,

Mendelsohn did,“Leipsio did alao. However, I was,

once, more than fully revenged on him.

and that it is my business to seo that they

understand.

Be firm and decided; let them know the

Comteian de P-—"y in Paria, Ho bad boon aauaually

lesson part's atrictly business. Study the disposition
ofachild. Different dispositions require different treatment; diagnosd the caso} and if you have no remedy

erally al} hat 4 mecded, moat children being
willing is
work

of bin laut Lieder, or, in tact, eaything be chose to

wotil you Gnd something that will give Fou the reauts
desired —Mre, 4. B,

if

the plane, and io ay MMosishi@ent, inplaed af
tromting
Sate one of hin ows cam poaitionn he commenne
d oy

work, "A teacher cnn Judge for herself with
whit rapid.

(uy BETS fogers can praction seates and
Uille, and

cag
tall the child exactly whatiato be dano—which
ii gene

when they koww exactly what le expected af thea.
Kivem the drtpet detail work will ba doom by
& ehild

he kabee pom expat i, and ¢ he knawe
duet bow to

da

Then,

“I woll remomber meeting “him at dinser at the

willy aad vivaclous atdinner, a9 that aftar dessart the
Comtesse naked hitm.if be would oot favor ca with one
Hy most gradioaaly condescended 19 sit dowa at

on band to aait it, invent something, and keep trying

Pom Keys: “ awe you given up the idea of taking
.
1 fomnd is wovld wake me ~

boo, marty Piertiiee WEA Ube settas
ome
Etapeodiv, No. 4, whiah tbe played ao aloanleatly badly wi augtag bonseme 2"
gives Sdehty th Ue whole time tena mad @ healihy
Carrie YAlta: “Yak.
fa segnida Wh Usewantation aad de Kemibeeaw
Dania fee aad Lita plaving
d Veal, irre yeare

laser bam kewe ued Lie,

ant ofthe geneta, who hed kewrd ih Plaged ty
mjuelt

J

az

op”

Wolourn to singoawellanT Ubomght T mang
.
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maid point ith a query,

that la to

a keene
a aleI

POCORN

Lohert was themont dhiraaterietio reprosantative ofthe
Has any teschor ever oacaped nowplaylng
class ofteachers fever encountered, It is

Ute remurk being made to hin by eome popil or other
tzue that ha bad » kusck of playing therighthand pas
Wor the advauced papil, Yea, decidedly ; —""T know how it should be done, bat can't make It ages
of Mozart concerto ora Hummel rondo, in contra:
sound right"
aay, the
An

Muar the beat plano teacher of necessity be » brilliant

pertormer!

ST

Ikervol aze aot required Just hore, ao t will retare ta my

teacher of such scholare must have

deen capadle atluome period of his or her existence of

carnest young student once told mo

Uhat for aoveral youre sho wandered along in that horrible

disdnotion to Prof, Pruckuer, who played everything

with the left hand

(s habit as delightfally confusing to
mare of difficulty and distros, sor whole being per- the less advanced pupil
as it was beneficial to the techI ase mented with the undoretanding and comprehension of aio of the Professor), thas constitutingakind of Siames
the term existence purposely, for Phat artist who has boauty in music, which she could not oxpresa to her own
twin relationship between the two principal Professors
ever had hopes of better things can settle down without
satiafnotion in playing. Hor toachor, the boat availablo at the Stuttgart Conservatory.
One day I was success;
many pangs to the thankloss task of teaching as a roon- and a vory ominont man, realized nothing of
this, for she fal in coaxing Lebert
tion? His art ie admired but not undorstood by people was a shining light among his othor pupila, having bril- thoven’s ‘' Moonlight”’ into playing the Adsgio of Beésonata, which I was studying at
generally, and his fato is that of being unappreciated, Hiant techni, etc., and it was not until her final studies thetime. There was about
a3 much “moonlight” and
exoept, perhaps, by some few pupils
had beon completed ata famous

doth interpretidg and executing

auch

works

expected tobe taught, probably in later life

enormous diffcultios which seem
eager

student, until, by conseless

aa are

who overcome the
nover ending to the
toil aud

energy, he

understands what music is, what she domands from him,
and tho rich stores of delight she holds for those who

finally do reach the stage where they can soar in ecstasy

with tho artist teacher into those realmsoffantasy which

some composers have thrown

willy

The

and appreciation

of the truly

Desutiful in music welds a peculiarly irresistible link of

sympathy between human beings, quite apart fromthe

sympathies of other pleasures and amusements, and in
being faithful to her charms we can oftentimes forget
completely that we live among the cares and troubles of

She had been told about phrasing, etc., but the practical

illustrations had been wanting, for her teacher was no
executant and did not profess to be one in the higher
sense of the word—hence her difficulty,

So many of the finer touches of the keyboard cannot

poetry in the performance es is generally to be found on

8 bleak December afternoon. Bat in spite of hig_shortcomings, Lebert did have his own msthod of inepiring

his pupils.

When he got his Stibel (diminutive for

stick) and sang along all out of tune, and shouted and

danced and coughed and grew red in the face, until you

thongbt he would barat a plood-vessel, and beat time on
be taught by words alone, and one practical chowing the
piano, and then on your shoulders, and liferally
how is worth a whole volame of inetraction

open for all to enjoy who

Pe

comprehension

conservatorium that she

know where the difficulty had lain in her earlier etudies.

; therefore I punched the inspiration right into you—why, one got up
contend that successful artistic teaching requirea the from the
piano with the “ice of having accomteacher to have possessed at some time of his life a plished something.
Poor old LeYert! He had his fail-

technic attainining to virtuosity, and a comprehension
ings, bat few understood Back; Mozart, Weber, and
sufficignt to execute such compositions as he in after life even Chopin in his more sentimental
mogde beiter than

teaches, and the more he retains of his virtuosity the

greater influence. will he ple over his pupils.

(This

he did.

Teachers constituti

ng Class II are the virtuosi who,
Therefore, nly brethren— will be especially-the case tf the scholar’s opportunities either on account of laziness or jealousy
—not wishing
if Ispeak, perchance, some words of comfort to the to hear much music be meagre.) To the brilliant pianist their pupil
to
learn
their tricke—do
fot play for their
artist teacher, and if I fail, forgive me>-my intentions it soon becomes a regretful fact that (@fehing for a liveli- pupils.
These
men are, concert-players, have their
are honest, and it is said-''’Tis a wo¥nan's mission to hood will deprive im of the necessary time he requires
solace.” Nicht wabr? My remarks, therefore, refer to keep in concert practice, and he finds out only too minds occupied with their) personal affairs, and teach
incidentally—" for revenue only.”
principally tq those who have
early
thwtrit

this dear old tiresome world.

spent both money and
years of bard study in the efforttobecome artists in their
profession, Supposing that they have reached the goal

of their ambition, and tate, perhaps, doea not seem. pro-

pitious in deoreeing them their rightful places on the

Concert platform, or for some reason inexplicable they
appear to lack the power of fascinating and subjugating

is utterly impossible to keep his technic

from growing ruaty,

to aquire a good technic, nor how. grudgingly those in

possession of it yield to the necessity which compela
them to neglect it even temporarily,
The classics are
the backbone of every artist’s education, and wé rever-

Theodor

Kullak.

They understand

the art of piano

playing practically as well as theoretically, and combine

both in their ted¢hing. I heard Kullal, who was then

63 years old, analyze and play Mendelssohn's Variations

Serieusea with all the brilliancy and fire of a youth of 18,

Av one of tho class-meetings Lescheticky, aiter going

would endeavor to give a morsel of comfort by showing ™~tiously do.so) the just:appréciation for which the
that when (possibly) compelled to teach, their labors loved masters starved in @ less appreciative ago, dearly
pnd agsidaity have not been in vain; they have for all
Thus the up to-date feachér finds it Hedessary to familtime an mndoyhted superiority over the inefficient exe- iarize himself with all the few music which is good and,
¢~
entent,
refreshing, and the practi
i
The oe isa remark has often been made to me playing necessary while gi
performer is not always a good teacher.
knd why? Because one must learn to teach

The repre-

sentatives of thia class are euch mon as Lescheuzky and

Few people except professionals know what it means

sn audience (and how mst really fine pianists there are ence them accordingly, but we owe it also to our
conwho do just at this point lack this?). It is to these I temporaries to give their works (when we
can conacien-

that 8 good
Very trae,

Class III constitutes the ideal teachér,

*

over the composition in s general way, played Chopin’s
B minor Scherzo in a wayI never heard it-played before,

and I suppose I never shall again.

It must not be in-

ferred that either Kullak or Leschetizky played every

piece torshok popil. Far from it!

Inatances like

those mentioned above wero very scarce. Loui¥ Braasin,

at one time at the head of the piano classes at the Con.” ‘
8 seryatories of Brussels and St. Petersburg, a fine pianist -

to retain quite enough of his fotmer virtuosity a1

all aid as to style, general interpretation, and even tempo,

by stndying the best methoda of correcting gradually, necessary in artistic teaching. A goodly numberof and"great teacher, nover played a note for his pébjla
until they were “ finished,’ He maintained that by ibis
and
eradicating, as far as possible, all that is faulty in years may go by, nay old ago may come, bofors hei

the pupils committed to one’s care.

Now, it is at firat a very difficult thing for an artist
to
. Fomember much sbout his own radimental lessons,
so

that if called upan to teach a beginner, he has practically

the obstacles which to an ordinary beginner seem almost

BY 4. vurT.

ingurmountable ;for here is verily a diversity (aa to the

mortals.

What for one person isa difficulty not requir-

ing special effort to master, has for another a magnitude

I would
aay that among the formidable array of eminent teachers
whose tuition I enjoyed—Lebert, Prackner (Stuttgart),
Kullak (Berlin), Marmontel, Theodor Ritter (Paris),
and Leschetizky (Vienns)—there was not a single one
who made a general practice of playing the pieces under

PLAYING FoR PORELA,

to traverse old ground, grown strange with the lapse

time, and he finds himeelf scarcely able to comprehendof

amount) of natural aptitude for music vouchsafed to
us

method the pupil’s individuali

not stunted and
compelled to admit that his techfic ‘*had to go.!!— reached its full development, tyIn was
concliding, it I may
Kare Ooxtesron-Lirea, Musical Courier,
be permitted to atate my personal experiences,

consideration from the first to the last nots.

From

Ovcur a piano teacher to play for his pupils? The which fact I may perhaps be justified in drawing the conquestion may seem very paradoxical, but the answer ig clusion that the playing teacher of international reputa-

very considerable, and perhaps this very difficulty (now more complicated than it appears at first blush. Piang tion is rarely or perhspa never to be found,
teachers may be divided’ into the following classes :—
I. a, Teachers who cannot play.
even existed for him, or if it did, he has forgotten all
HOW TO SING A SONG.
b. Teachers

brought to the teacher's notice for the first time)
never
about it, and can only remember How easily
be learned

whon he was young,

Such a one I think should begin

by teaching only advanced pupils, then gradually
accept

who wonld like to play but cannot,

‘Way will so many singers think only of the music ad

IT, Teachera who can play but will not play,

II], Teachers who can play and will play.
The

majority of teachers, unfortunately,

not of the words they sing?

know what the song ia aboat..

The sudience want to

those in the medium atago and Gnally (if called apon to
The singer has to do
Claus I, They may have been able to play at some period justice £0the composer and the poet;
do ec) beginners. After be haa done this, there
and it isa great
cones of thelr life, but owing to force
“Otcircumetances were fault to attend mainl
a timo when he (almoat without intendingtodo 00)
to
beautiful
y formation of tone,
forma compelled to give np practicing.
belong

to

Consequently, they
his own mothod of teaching, and will fad actual
plonsure
in watching the porfottion of his ideas boing worked oat remain silent altogethor, in preference to giving their
pupils a slovenly performance, by others, and for thie the beginner is necessary.
Then
In paasing over the ineffoient teacher, who has never
also, to the weary brain it ia eomatincs a riak to
givo® bad an opportunity of developing his talent, bat may be
rudimentary loason—no reat to the voice, it tras,
tor lepboed with the bast intentions, I with to apenk of the
the
need of mach apanking ia greater than ever, but
it le

somowhal

of @ relaxation

from the attreme RerFouR

tanaion Prodaced by mach and attentive liareabag
,

T ibiak the art of pian playing oan be teade, by mods
Ye i haa been ia the past, bad tp vinwe of the way

ere methinte, a tar plensmater end mote interesti
ng wtndy

,

“

and to neglect the enanciation of the words, It is only
by a dub attention to words and tones that vocal music’
can receive a proper interpretation.
‘
Haring chosen your song with a due regard to the

sease. ofthe words, let your first effort be to gain a pare
and distift enunciation of them, by reading aloud,

oslebrated mastars to whom pupil¢ dock from all parte
of the world.-~mon like Lahort, Plaidy, Villateg, aad

taake your own.

fe their youth,

defined

“Deppe,

Such men may or may aai hare boos pisniete

Generally, dey have aot been,

Their

geplas coasinted’ in their ability to impart the an of

piano playing theoretioaily,

with pegtect artcolation, the worde which you wish to

It ts well to commit thom to memory

and recite them several times.

Bo careful as to awell:

contrast of wartown aocente

and

snphale ont

the mort important *ordn and alan as tq the phrason,
or words which ere growped Wigetber,
walt«

gp
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treme

eee
aod Insting, the other in somathlag that res and stream
the frosher and mote invigorating regions
biooms bat fora day! Not all coltections are bailtwp above | Into
Hfwe slop we drift down again to
by the teachers of accumulated by the players, same ‘Bat on oor
stream we cansot

THE MUBIOAL LIBRABY IM THE HOME a8
AM {NDIUATOR OP MUBIGAL OULTUAE,
BY u, w, unieM,

consist principally of pieces that have been inherited,

Only too often do they then contain old-fashioned and

Tam as fond of looking over the contents of the music

‘rashy music.

Woo,to the téacher

row Lule enongh to keep
Mationary—it is onward or backward.
Without continuing farther in this strain, I kinve eaid
enough to prove the value of diligent music study from

7

who is forced to ute
stand as some persous are of looking ont their window {it in instructing the pupil of the house!
ought a worldly standpoint... Look at these ten qualities which
snd watching the people pass by, As they find an not to hinder tho tenoker in giving betterParents
music than are called into play continually in music

amusement

study

They may consider it a tience; 2. Self-restraint; 8. Mental concentra1. Pa.
tion ; 4,
System; 5. Preparati
is poor, while in fact thay-are insisting upon their child cism 57. Self-reliance;on 8.for the fature; 6, Self-critiDetermination; 9. Charity;
they hayo on their shelves.

in making suppositions in regard to tho

character, occupation, and tho like of the passere by, 60

saving of monoy if he uses that material, no matter if it

do [ tind s obarwn in making conjectures upon the musieal cultuce of ahome in looking over the musio I see.

Rotting an inferior iedesttfacalions

has become fashionable and is considered an indispensa-

therofore do away with the lifeless and out-ot-date atufl.

In many a house the piano is merely present beoauas it

ble adjunct to the parlor furniture.

Even a library can-

not be considered a truly tifalliblo indicator of more
than ordisary culture, tor libraries aan be bought, ready
made up by the deslers, who furniah the cases and fill
them with an encyclopedia and standard worke of litera-

ture, the whole forming a glittering array of volumes in

the choicest bindings.

Fortunately, a musical library

has not yet become s matter of such display, therefore

its make up will really exhibit its owner's taste. On
account of the piano being found in nearly every home

snd its literature being so grest-and varied, it will be

possible to make correct conjectures of the state of musical culture of any home by looking over the music.
There are no two faces exactly alike, neither are oar

tastes, conseqnently these collections will present as

many variations are there are players.

One is a begin-

ner, the other an amatesf, and another a professional.

The one is an energetic person and wants music of such

nature, the other is sentimental, and a third loves music

10. Perseverance,
Who will deny that a daily practice in this decad>
of
Virtues is in itself a valuable training for any one; and is
\4
there any other study that needs for its proper pursuit

Musio progreagop as well as any other art or science,

Others again bave heaped together a big collection of
music, and yet there is not a sign ofabackbone of musi- such an array-0f valuable qualities
of character?
cal cultare in it. In vain you search
for the sowhd food

the great masters have given the world.

I commend

Even where

snow, or whether they have been well-thumbed.

this view of the matter to every one, and

should like to hear other peoples’

you find these works, look whether they are cl

Hine

4

By

&

ideas in the same

this sign you will be able to detect the pieces which are

the player's favorites.

When you have discovered them,

then you can tell what sort of a person the player is

DEFECTIVE FOUNDATION WORK,

musically,

BY M, BAUGH,

MUSIO AND OHARAOTER.
BY J, BP, ALDous.

Somz defects have been thserved by one who has
in -

turn been pupil and teacher in the various methods
used,

t

I wave thought much of late years coocerslog the

study of music in s light in which I have never heard of

and which are an injustice to pupils. I refer primarily

to foundation work.

Neyer in earlier days could I read

music readily, and I asked my teachers why: they said,
“some could never read rapidly, and it was considered

it being considered hitherto, namely, as a training of a special gift with some.” The trath waa Thad never

character to meet the requirements of every day life, spent five minutes memorizing the notes above the
ofdieplay. The one is well educated, the other is not.
We have continually put before ua many of the advan- treble, and below the bass staff; so I went haltin and
The one is young, the other is old. The one has heard
tages to be gained for the young by a dystematic study crippled along. While I did in time aequire the footy
many grest artista, the other only a few or none. The
music; the provision of a pastime that is harmless to read, it wag never proportioned to other workia
"one reads much about music and knows something of ite of
in itself; that is ennobling if parsued in ita higher quality.
history, another does not dream of the existence of such
J have questioned many on this point, and have fon
branches; and that helps to keep "young people awiy
athing. The one hes had a good teacher, the other was from undesirabl
e occupations and associations. But, in that pupils are pretty generally left to themselves mil
not so fortunate. Now think of the various combinaaddition to this, there is a view that ought to weigh matter. I myself, have had no trouble in making goo!
tions of these and other conditions, and you must admit heavily
with parents in choosing. for their children the readers of papils, for I attack all the aweik places frst,
the variety great, if not interesting. A pioniat’s library
best teachers and the best music. If we carefully con- It is required that they first write the notes of the F clef,
begins with his'instractions aud grows with his ekill on
sider the requirements imposed on a pupil by a con- then memorize, then play. In this way all the powers
the instrument, At firet it will consist merely of an insclentious teather, and which will be implicitly followed of the left hand are developed to compensate for the
struction book and a few short pieces. A little later
by the conscientious pupil, we shall see that in the study natural ekill of the right hand, This creates an equi
Clementi’s, Kublau’s, and Dassek's sonatinas will be
of music as much as, if not more
gihan, ii any other librium of hand force, Then the same attention is
added. Little by little the music will ‘accumulate,
branch of study, qualiti@s are callegaante play which are claimed for the right hand, then ‘both are written Upon the teacher rests the responsibility of founding
supremely necessary for the: guce
L carrying out of together, memorized and reviewed. Thus; is given a
the collection and of educating the pupil’s taste. , Therepreliminary knowledge of structure which later merges’
life's daily duties.
tei edie,
fore, in the little collection of a tyro, you can judge
the
For the practice of the necessary finger exercises and into musical form. Pupils should have a concept in the
teacher, It is true, even beginners have different temtechnical studies the pupil needs to, exercise ina high’ mind of what they are about to attempt when they play.
peramente and tastes, which the teacher has to consider, —fegres:
(1) Patience, when he ‘auta to throw then Uffless they have it they cannot make the fingers express
The one wants plenty of amusement, pieces with catchy’
away and get on to music proper; (2) self-restraint, it, Let them understand that they are presenting whic
sirs, the other can more readily understand and love a when he wants
to rash on and play at a faster rate than tare; that the tones are the colors, and modulation the
Piece which is more than a superficial melody. The
he is prepared for; (8) concentration of mind, with- shades; while the hand is the brush and the performer
. one can appreciate only the senanal element of
music, out which the practice of technical exercises becomes the artist. Let them realize that over the whole comthe other sléo some of the emotional and
al, sutomatic, and then thoughtless and worse than use- position they must play a chiaroscuro, as over a lsndThe one is of a conscientious tnind, the otherintellectu
scape. The youngest pupil can appreciate a picture in
of a care- less; (4) system and arrangement, without
which a
leas disposition, ~
great deal’of useful time will be frittered away ;,,(5) color, before they can one pregented~by words. A picTt is perfectly correct to say, that when 9 pianist’s
ture appeals vividly to the
se- Preparatio

lection contains the worke of Scarlatti, Hindel, Bach,

Hoydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Weber, Schubert, Mend
sobn,

Schumann, Brahms, Field, Chopin, Heneelt, and
Liszt, it posseases the cream of all piano literature. But

it takea along time and oumberless hours of practice before a player arrives at that goal of enjoyment.

fow reach that point.

far,

Onlya

Many nover think of going that

They are entiefiod with the productions of lessor

n for the future (thinking ahead), as every

one knows, a prime necessity in music, getting the fin-

gers ready for what is coming, and thahand in the right

is constantly in music.

imagination, exercised as it

Rarely ever are pupils taught to work for asingle aim.

To tell a pupil he must acquire technic, touch, expresto bo satiefied with one’s performance of even the: ion, etc., is to discourage him st the outset, Put a
simplest passage, until not only are all the written signe
‘nerstone in the stracture you are raising. Accur
petfootly rendered, but the inner musical aonse revealed. ‘soyisthe best; then add the others slowly as you build.
as well; (7) seifreliance, for the pupil is Ieft'to his
The, légatp-touch is a constant stumbling block. Few

Place for the next notes; (8) self-criticism, 80 as not

own dovices betwoen lessons and myst be his own teachers a define it, and demonstrate it clearly. - I
minds, who aro alwaya in the majority, This
content! teacher all that timo; (8) pluck and determination,
to owe to the rope all that I know abaat it. I first teach
ment of hairs is also their biog, What yon would conwithatand the disoouragementa and difficulties that will -how to got tho pressure on the key from the devital‘zed
domn in a source of harmless plosguretothem,
arm, and- when itis thoroughly understood I name the
therefore seanil oven the aioat talented pupil. And in
the more
do sot spall their enjoyment by trying to forces
:
Youth,
upon

them ewhat Ubay cannot eedertand.

Yau haveta‘con-

cider their taxes and sot aiaply your own,

sdvasced musical life there is a lange callfor (9) charity,
to keep ong from apanking ill of other teachers and

Do ot for: players, aad to make oan convent to do one's own work
get thea it har taken you pears of Bard stedy
1p become Wo the beat of ane'a ability withoat interferin
g with

Atone time I was the pupil of a graduate of a German

Conservatory and a pupil-of Sir Charles Hallé, and from
the instraction ander this teacher, I did not anoceed in

58's
neighbors; and (10) Aoreenerance; tor having pat one’s earning Ube legate tovah.
hasd Ue the plow thaw ie ae locking beck; there ie
to art oor post oppertanition
80 Handing oli}; yuo advanbaoryou retreat A lange
Matare’s gastos ia greet, te a ere? he cae
bad « memes of prodciency having bes chinivnd,
Mithee ;" Lokeay, go te the bedroom at once! You
pon oan.
Grower ov tone thas delights his, aad an te
mgaseed
‘St real Gb pose cane Red wAJOT IE, for poe WI gion dh
woghested your piano precios t day thd T aie going to
tare 8 grand garhes, ig which emoly ome cam Gad Titeas:
sate
Haws
tem.
Tene
you tt it, Drow"t you knew thet you can never
fog
Hf
we
Hore
Kiming
om
Im
HERR
hong thas deiighee Bias, vevsempuaide

what pos are, aod you canned FeaaGeably expact
a oxltivated taate of there wha did sot have Uke Uma
to devote

Baad

pet

te hie folidee eat WH
posed at Khe cad, whack moet, for cer ence portion ip aramie Withee’ practise 1”
Tht cng 2k tiegaate iy mounething thal ih gemad eeith,@ HayRend
Felner: op, bet prwdtion ot MY eruslerDiy went
bee aitaided. 1 toe tom Gard we cme steed thee somitor
wakes ne pordouk waauie.”
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we expect.» Mlare ofall Oe Sale musio which you do
To raves of var patrosa who desire to heop
ap thelr

endtos ‘aterost in masio daring vacation we would saggost the
oudalg,
exceptionally fine line of musical novels, Here aro
«
tow of the best with prices:—

sa,
fatarvet will wotreais asteatioa
|

sot letend to use, and « welilement of the almnon,

Userelore, do nat neglect to place your'nasne on all packages returned t u€, that ths whole matter can be settled

quickly and satisfactorily to both of us,

Acit was Written.
S
J OW. K Trg work boot ataptal for seif-tustrection tu harmony
s s
Appassionata, Keelinuska.
Txt the Jurefirat statement we will send youwe gummed
a Howard's * Core to Harwono"
'
Davght
er
of
BMusin.
Colon
.
O.U A~The esadellisbiagate tn Peters’ edition
label to be used in returning your On Sule music, baving
Only » Fiddler. Anderson.
In
Teetiona” bare always been a drawtwck ty that editionof ;* a0Bach's
an address printed thereon, and a space left for you
wich so
Qito's Inspiration. Ford.
to
that the publlader bas curently brewed an ontlrely nex aitilon,
Spellboond Fiddler. “Janson,
place your name and address in order that you may redy Buthards, tho wumber of which ls 7792 This inakes theedited
fsat
Chord,
Minor
Cbappl
e.
ceive propor credit for the returas.
alttion of thts work, which was No. 201, entirely obsolete, anil to
Just
as
soon
as
the
Misa Traumerei, ’ Bagby.
SSseess
teacher should se 1k with a pupll. Ia Alling ontere
package is received we will take a list of it and send a
wealways
substitute the Later atision, The dest aliiien of theeeforfareutions
copy-of this list to you, and also a statement dedacting
Ie
the" ehtrwer Library,” edited by Win. Mason,
the
amount retarned fromm the whole amount originall
Vacation
LL. B—Page9,Mason's
"Touch and Techate,”
Vol, TIL, {Moatre- ing the couraeoffers an excellent opportunity for arrang- sent you; this will show the balance due us for whaty
Hon No. X, is the chont of the Sorenth of dchromatical
of atndy for the new segson.
ly
altered,
We have you have kept or used.
the a belug made das, No. NUL Is the chord of tho Sorenth of £
catalogue of musical literature that would
sharp major with thee chromaticnlly altered,
4
although agt Indicated uable assistance for this work, which we will be of valgladly furta the notation,
nish
for
asking.
H_H.—Metronowe runrke are oerer given
Duninc the simmer months is a good time, when,
Erupe; how.
* ee
if
srer, you wish fo kBow the tempo of a March, in Ta and
with most of our patrons, other work is elack, to doa
Redowa :
‘These aretudiated on the Pocket Metronome Walta,
We
will
and
consider
are
as
follows
it
a great favor if our patrons would little goliciting. «We would remind you of the valuable
:
Tie Walts Is given nt 200, which fe a little
and 180 would be send us @ programme
better. The Redowa is tho sate as a Manurka,fast,
which Is 152, “March as they will be valuableof their ‘Commencement Music,” premiums which are offered to those securing subscrip:
to us for future reference, and tions for Taz Ervpx, both cash and merchandi
tause would better be placed at 120,
© L.C—The chont in Chopin's “Grand Valeo,” Op. 42, sixth will help us to a better knowledge of the atyle of music to us for a copy. *We will assist you in every se. Send
way poseimost favored for this occasion,
Page serenth tusacure, should bo played as an arpeggio and held.
ble—either we will send you a number of sample copies,
2 Tho English languaghas
e no equivalent {0 the umaut of o In
or, if you will send ua the names we
Loescbhora, which is the same as oa. The nearest we oan come to
aaute*
mail sample
thie eound Is to pronounce the ooas a in bay ; therefore,
Goon games are always a source of amusement, and copies direct to them; you can then see them or write
Laych-horn,
with the nccent on the drst eylinble,
yourself to obtain the subscription. Remember that for
& The word No. in connection with opus means that a set of “are especially welcome when compelled by bad weather four
subscriptions we will renew your own for one year
pieces have bees sold by the authorso
Provide yourself before starting on
the publisher at one time to remain indoors.
free.
and under one opus, ech piece hawlag a separate number. Often your vacation with Allegrando, Musical
Authors,
or
the nussbers in an opus bare some Inberent
hip, &,¢.,the Musical Dominoes ; all areexcellent, and with any or
wbole et belongs together. A good exaumplerelations
of the first kind ts all of them in Your trunk you
Tats is to those whose subscriptions expire this
Beethoren's opus 2,aud 8 good example of the second
have the means of making
Je Schumann's enjoyable and
instructive many hours that otherwise, month: In the envelope containing the notice of your
Kinderscenen, Op. 15, Nos. 1to 13,
M. W. E—In the “Spring Song of Mendelssohn" the grace notes perhaps, might be very tiresome and unprofitable.
discontinuance you will find a circular containing“
throughout the plece should ve played before
epecial offer for the obtaining of one other subscription,
beat. In other
*,eF
wonda, the principal note sould fall exactly on thethe beat.
Mr.
Cady,
your own renewal. .The premiums offered
in bis selections from Mendelasohn's “Songe Without Words,"
We note an improvement in the new lot of Metro into sendywith
that circular are more valaable than: we have ever
makes the following observation regarding thess grace
notes: —
nomes which we have just imported from France, namely,
“The arpeggio tones must not sound as though mashed
given before. It will be acarcely any trouble to obtait\+
the ‘Attac
or like au incoberent, falling over them any way to get totogether,
the top ronome andhed Key.” It is‘thade as part of the,Met. one subscriber from among your pupils and frienda, and
fone and snap that off. They must, every one,
is alwaysin place when wanted, The advaneparkle
like
dewthus secure some work which you have been, perhaps,
drops in the morning’ sunlight, the principal
being almply the tage of this is as readily appreciated as that
crowning one, These two elewenta, melodictonebass
and thythmle modern -stem-winding watch over the old. fashion of the wanting or needing. We are making this exceptional
harmony, require the most careful the
ed key- inducement to obtain the renewal without delay, and
thought,
power of winder. The, samg low Prigesto
conception, and patient efforts at the realization strongest
are quoted on these as enlarge our subsctipti
of detail.”
on list and thus better the journal,
EJ. D.—The best thing we know of for gaining a rapid know- the‘old style sold for.
We hope you will appreciate our efforts and try for this
iy* Cae
*
ledge of the notes fs a little method
by Mrs. A, T. Abbott, called
one subscription.
“A Method for Gaining a Perfect Knowled
ge of the Note, ee.”
Ir
is
very
important
that
thepupil’s
%
.
t in music
J. F, P.—There are & number of studies
any *
could beused to ade does not die out during the sammer i
4
vantage for phrasiog studies in Grade ILI. that
m Rd. We will
Much, however, depends” Propose
We would call attention to the Diploma published byupon what you understand by Grade
one
plan
to
keep
it alive. Have those of year
We,reckon on a scale of
this house for
from | to X, aud we inke it that you III.
use of schools or private teachers; it
mean the third
im thie class, who are not already readers of thejournal, take is so worded as the
0.
‘he collection, by Macdougall, called “ Studiesgrade
to be applicable to both. It can also be
Tax
Eruve
tor
in
Melody
the
three
summer
months; wewill make used for
Playfog,"
Vol. 1, would be excellent; also
Helier, Op. 125 and
any branch of education, Lithographed on «
an unusually low price for this purpose,”
some of the separate studies of on, particula
rly numbers 19, 2, twenty-five
and 4
centsforeach threemonths! © Send us only pafchment paper. Send ten cents for a sample.

subscription. The

months ean be

Jung, July, and August, or July, August,
uso Gurlltt, Op. 82, numbers 2 and 3, and Bruner, Op. 23,
and September, as the teacher may choose,
Thong
Tracuers who will continue their work through the
J. M-—The following mentioned collection
ofducts
s are amongthd three months’ subscriptions will not be entered on our summer
most popular of the present duy: “Popular Geun
can obtain small selections from us to assist
for Four Hands” books, but will be kept on separate slips.
jCiasaleal Gems for Four Hands; Scheot
Tho plan has them in their work, to be returned in September.
of Four-Hand Play- worked in the past,
We
{nai Presser, in three grades; the “ Prine Four-Ha
and
there
is
no
reason
why it should can promise them even better attention than otherwise,
lectiade! and" Popular FourHand Collection.” nd Playing Col. not be continued. The pupil
will surely return to you as during the summer months
2, Fora pupil who bat Just finished the ret part of
our
force
is
just
as
large,
Bagland Conservatory Method," the following might the “New in the fall with increased interest,
“excepting vacations, as it is in the busiewiater seasons,
mended: Mathews’ ‘Graded Course,” Vol. III lo IV;be recom.
“Loesch.
* « ae
Boru,” Op. 68, Book IIT; “Hetier,
”
Op.
*
47,
Book
1,
and,
“Doering,”
Op. 8, Book 1,
Tux special offer on the volume of ‘ Goma
:
from’ BeeWaar in neod of any music or musical goods of an
Octavta.— Your queation—What grade of Mathow
thoven’” will positively expire June 20th, when
all wlio desoription, no matter how small the order, send to a,
orien fe have
moet progtable for a pupil in the third grad?—
subscribed in advance of publication will
ean Mathows’ “ Graded Course,” Grade HE etetsnot clear, If you their
receive it will receive our usual prompt and efficient attention.
what
copies,
you
w
The
ant;
If
front
cover
you mean bla “Studies In Phrabing,” Hook I will
is printed and theconWeare always willing to open new accounts with respon:
anewor,
tenta
of
the
volume
will
cover
LT. A&Gectl Chaminade
Some seventy pages, witha sible parties; do: not, hoyever,
French sontemporary composer,
neglect to «ond referhlography and portrait added. Send in
Bora io Parts, Biater-to-law isof a Murzkow
30 cents for a. ence; any ‘reaponsible person in your town,
ekl; pupll of Savard, Le
of, better
Cauppey, Gedect, and Marick.
Ag excelent planter and one of copy of thie volume, or $1.00 for four, before it is too aul,
the dealer me whom you have dealt,
the monttalented indy composers Wlig. Has compore
d a concerto for late, :
}o aed orehewten, orcheatral worke
a)
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(Symphosio Baltes “ Caltir.
pa ste) PE comporitions (= Atr de Hallet,”
s
ate .
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At pment DrloFley Out mare cew thlage thewete ), ani wonga, apd le
Ma, Paeasra, the
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Seitorn, Aha idydanturd tg take Nigh hak B6 aay uf the fending on June 8th,toba head of tho firm, sails for Rarope
Agehre cotmpmeT,
gono fopthasumrmer. Ha will visitthe tories wanting teachers, or to ope having
an announce
2 For Onger technic for the same pupil

Ty a person in not musical pianoforte iesiraction
afer
waste of ime,

* depposs there ie Latent talent?”
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bh may be anid,

great capitateofEarope, and will, no doubt,
return with
a alock of naw ideas and mech improved in
health,

a
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tent of taaical matters to make, we would make men-

tion of our Special Notios colamm.

This reaches tho

‘oream of the musical profession, and, although it has
deen used to quits an extent mooonsfully, we feel sare
Norerraaraxsive our ‘Siaoy of ariatoimtpresa
on
oor
Patroos the nesotalty of placing their names os packages shot ae wach ast might be. Keep thiein mind when any
of the above circumstances bappen to yoo, or when you
of roturaed gues, we rensiee thes
daily with sothing
have ampthing to nell or to Duy oot of tbe meme! line.
whetavet on thes ta tell (rom

whos, or avon whee
ibey Come fod, the porisark os Fachngon
Deine. ane
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Am delighted with Clarke's * Music Tablet."

Jo sending remittances to us do aut eoud

Cauada postage Hate pa—anything elas, bills, post-office

taooey orders, bank drafts, otc, but wa positively can-

HOt BeCOpt postage stamps, as we bate no ase whatever

for them and have more cow than we can dispose of.
»

ETUDE.
Warrioes.

Tee Kreve is a grand muse joureal.
I could nw
got aloog without it and wiah every
One interested in
tusio would

subscribe for it,

>
Riuis SuomwaKen,
*
T havo given afaithful trial to tho Mathew
s!
ard Piano Course" from Grade I to Grado “IXStandwith
botter results

NNOUNCENENT.—wR. MARY GREGORY
Merray, whose advertisement has eppatied in
Eine a Neoturer and instructor in the Meson
Touck and Toohni
i
one of the faculty
Behoo! of the
after June 16th sheewill be located at Erie, ; Pennsylvania, where
ber of pupils
in that method,
iis city by the

We expoot returns of all Ou Salo music during
than any
system I have ever tried.
d reputation as a
Most of my pupils aro inother
and July. In sending music out from hore wo getJune
Grades
to 1X. All of theao Jane
Address until
take great pleasure in the studies,IVand,
12th at 1708 & 1710 Chestnut Street, emg ee
benefit of spocial express rates socorded to publishorsthe; bring
without
urging,
in returning packages from a distance, if you cannot get boat thom to the same speed and finish required for there Bey and after that at 160 Kast S.x'h Street, Erie,
pieces. In these useful and enjoyable studies the
enue.
theao prepaid printod matter publishers’ rates, it is hardsbi
p of learning is reduced to the lowest possible
PC#Ak
often cheaper to return by mail in four pound packages. legree.
D GOERDELER, THE POPULAR COMM. K. Braxnam, ~
writes brilliant aud melodious pianoforte
Everything from Pressor is oll right. Toe Erupe in pieces poser,
ag aw
that present no difficulties
to the average player,
particular is a great help to
For terma,address 414 West 57th Street,
F. D. Courts,
New York.
Ovr advertisement column gives notice of a ‘New

I wantto give my candid
concerning ‘ HowOR SALE.—A WELL-ESTABLISHED MUSIC
ard's Harmony.” “It makesopinion
apractical application of C |
in a Western city of 11,0:0 population.
harmony study to music by insisting
upon original exer- EightySchool
cises under each new topic, It is the
registered thie year, giving fall em.
only manual of loymentfogrtopupils
thres teachers. Reason for selling, poory
conceded to be by fur the best of thia well-known writer's harmony I have ever seen which males of its readers
Peat: “Address F C. B., Care Erupe.
J. Dopey Hain,
easier compositions, all ranging from Grade 2 to 8 in real music thinkers.
Progressive order, and each of
. Am mach pleased with the buss of Liezt, which arthe 24 pieces in the volume
WV ANTED.—A POSITION AS TEACHER OF
is a characteristic tone picture ofthe most artistic order, rived yesterday,
Piano, Voice, and H-rmony, by a lady of ex: ~
Branone Merri,
perience, Address M. M., Erope Office.
This work heretofore has been published only in sheet
music form and in too books at $1.26 each. This-now
WANTED AT ONCE:—PROFESSOR OF VOICE,
SPECIAL NOTICES,
edition is published abroad, printed {rom new and largo
Violin, Harmony, and Counterpoint. Drawer.
Notices for this column inserteat8
d
plates, on finest paper, and bound in convenient form, payable
centa
2
word
for
ono
insertion,
in advance. Copy mbst "ba received by tho 20th of the 1, Keysyille, Va. Also Lady Teacher of Piano and
Violin.
Edition,” complete in One Volume, of Theo,

Kullak’s

celebrated Ops. 62 and 81, known as “ Youthful Days”
(Kindorleben), or" Scenes from Childhood."’ These are

same size as Ed. Peters,

Wehave laid ina large supply

of them, as weare confident that at the price, $7.00, being

less than half the forgrét price;

Previous month to Insure publication in the next number.

we shall receive many

orders for it, Boar in mind itis completeinone volume,

the price only $1.00 and this, subject to our usual dis-

count to teachers,

city.

ANTED.—AT ONGE, A FINE PIANIST,
algo a Violinist, for & Music College in a large
Address

M ANY

TESTIMONIALS,
the Piavoforte,"’ and find it as useful and interesting to

The five grades of studies by W. 8. B. Mathews came
delighted with thia course

and shall adopt it permanently, after having tried many

instruction books and studies.

TEACHERS

AND

to the effective expression of musical ideas.

teacher and pupil as all the preceding numbers. The
course is very fine,
Mrs. J. H. Ryaw.

Iam

PIANOFORTE

And could even compose finely,

Putting im all the-crescendos, with the fortes and the
Migs?!

AD-

vanced players would gladly welcome the ability
to make sound application of the principles of phrasing

T received Vol, IXofMathews’ “' Graded’ Course for

to hand two daya ago.

A FLAT,

She could sing and play divinely,

, J, M. D. care of Ervpg Orrior,

Miss Leonora Anay.

T have just received from the publishet a copy of your

‘Anecdotes of Great Musicians,” and am certainly
very much pleased with it. This book should be in the
hands of every masic student, and it will go far, I think,
toward awakening an interest in the minds of
“‘ musicianly'’ music pupil, to stady more into all
the

lives of these truly great people. I take great

She knew all the great composers, ,
And their works were never posers,

Wor

fear
sible plan to this end, kindly communicate
Horrmax, Director of Music, Oxford, Ohio, with Cari
* +
pas TORONTO CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC,
the largest in Canada, hae arranged for a Mid-

For however intricate they were she rendered them-with —
*
ease,
But when, with all her learning,
For a new piano yearning,

She went unto a dealer who had instruments in

commencing July 2, closing August 3,

summer School,

1895.. This session is designed
specially for music
teachers, advanced music students, and others intereste
d
in

mysic atudy. SizlyLectures and Class Lessons are
embraced in the course. The Piano
department under
direction of Mr, Edward

Signor Francesco

Fisher ;the Vocal department,

d'Auria:

Migfral Theory, Mr. J.
umfrey Anger, Muss Bac. Oxonggt
cR C.O';
Masic
H. Preston. Lectures will also be given by Mr."A, S,
Vogt,
Mr.
J.
W.
» Harrison, and Signor Ginseppe
Dinelli. The Piano

ra

Though a graduate from a college,

‘

She displayed her lack of Knowledge;

In selecting a piano, ignorance or wisdom shows.
And although in‘fall perfection,
Both of finish and construction,
Meritigg the reputation which nothing can bring down’

Teaching in Public Schoola,”’

There the best stood right, before her,
x
All their beauties she looked o'er, _
Quite ignored their many virtues and sidn’t buy a

course, under Mr. Edward Fi

Gay

“ Crown."
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FOR
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BEST

pleasure
Festival Hymn Tunes,
Write for conditions to
in reading it myself, and also recommending it
to my
Sunpay: 8cxoot Uxion, Piccadilly, Menskoneg Engpupils.
H, Bear Kina.
chool of Blocution land,
H.N. Shaw, B A. The
I have examined the ‘Eight Measure Stadies"’
of
Conservatory of Music are A VALUABLE OPPORTUNITY FOR MUSIWilson G. Smith, and fiad them interesting and of great
very
complete
;
students
are
carefally
CLANS. The Index Publighing Co., of Washinstructed by safe
benefit to advanced players gywell ag thoag of the inter- and sound mothodsof
acomprehonsive
character, Toron- ington, D. C., publishers of the Music Trade Index, will
mediate grade.
Mre._D, Hays,
each month issue a nomber of separate indexes of value
well adapted for a healthfal
and ehjoyable suminer resort;
Received the ‘Celebrated Pianists” safely, and
on the lake, its to musicians in general. These compilations will be
by climate ig delightfully tempered being
glancing through J am already convinced of its superior
and pleasant. July is taken from the Music Trade Index, which cont ing 8
usuallya cool portion of the summer season, hence
worth, many times more than what I paid for it,
complete monthly list of eusrent musical pablicstions,
cindy and Tecreation may be combined with pleasure
arranged, alphabetically under appropriate subjects,
.
Cuas, H. Eiwenr,
and profit,

Treceived the musio last
in two parcels, and
was very pleased with it, I atedner
willeend.for more later on,
and will recommend your musio
to
all my friends for
its excellence in every way.

with

A Prospectus of the Summer School, with full infor

mation, will be sent free to applicants,

These publications will be known by the following titles :
Vocalists’ Index. Pianists’ Index. Church and, Organ-

See Conserra:

ists’ Index. Band and Orchestra Index, Violin, Mando-

M. Stevenson,
E. LAYTON, MUSIC ART LEOTURE,: IL» Iudtrated with elaborate piano programme trom
your-numerous excellent publications; I
the Classic and Romantio kchools,
vgrently value '' Pedala of the Piatioforte,” by
:
é
Hans
Schmit, The sitaple aightof such a work alone ought
“No tecture mord valuable. has been put on a Janeeville platform
eke tas was Prof. EE Layton’s last Srening."
team, it ucema to me, mnke on improssion for.
\Jancrtie
he
c
ly
Gosette,
better on thote indisariminate users of the so-calle
ia
d

‘month, sod these numbers will forma partof the anoual

tory advertisement in another column.

Among

“loud

pedal.

How delightful to hava ao mach-anofal .

impreonded In samwW duditoriam

by

information, with rule, reatong, aud examples pat ia “Prof, Layton ‘éid n,Willits, Dixoa, atd Robert Burdette)
the citisens of Asbury Park a great honor
svoh contenient forme for reference and study,
aathie Provsnting to them bis thoaghiful and, critical lecture oa tho Mune,to
magnal.
Arthmndsbury
ParkJornal,
Mas, 8. Borenw,
“Peat, Layton sutertaioed with bia masterly playing." debury
We thaak you eepacially for the extra troutle which Pork Bowing
Newte ae
oe
we sotite you took to Bll the order correudy
“WO proveboth popular and wayuction"—Zoeid Lidhliag.
and
promptly,
“Prot, Laytee's lactarevedtiel Mle teapood ane-~bis tecture fa.
*
eoteries Sexrene,
reotltetn
Cea,ts Ze LeThaeompoaen,
g
+ Panter Madiios Ate, Pron
Obwieh, New York Cy, XX,
T cannot epoak too highly
‘how aay teacher can afford of Tee Brome, Dp not vee

ta do withous it’

Aasititva Ureeon,

U cemd everything stares

thet

be publiahed in Tew
Rows lad thvak each reas ix better
tham the Inet,

am aloo detighted wah " Mason's Techsic,”

alvegneher ighasy wo

Mee

wid gan if

3 2 Comeeeas,

Write tor spacial

tin, ‘and Zither Index, Guitar and Banjo Index, thus

‘eovering the whole field of Musical publications each
‘catalogue to be issued at the end of the year,

7

The subscription price for any one of the above will

ba $2.00-per annom in advance; or two sabeoriptipns for
$160 when mailed to the same person and address.

Send in your subscription at once for the frst number,

that you may have a tomplete file from the beginning.

“Addreas all communications to the Ixprx Pus.ismwo

\Go., Box 617, Wasbington, D C,
SUNMER

MUSIC SCHOOL

WILL BE

HELD

in Agatin, Texas, under tho direction of H Guest

Oollins,

Tha-address-of the Secretary, Mra,

cor, Seventh and Brazos Sireets, Austin.
will be fou:
UMMBR

ry

MUSIC

mis

SCHOOL

Jane

~We

18th.

is

Tho term

mentioned last

S$ mroath that Mr. W. 8. Bo Mathews, 1402 Auditor.

iam Tower, Chicago, wan arranging to hold a summer
class for teachers, bagivning July 24 and cloring daly
Beth.

The course embragoe lectarex in Principler of

Pyano Pugin. Larsen) hesonea in zone*s Tepkie,

Haraony.
Piano. Rooitala,
& couree for voral ates
donee, Full pastiontacyany te Bad by addressing Me.

Biatbows at

‘a.

-

THE
THE

NEW

ETUDE.

soorry

INSTRUMENT.
POLLMANN-AMERICAN

THE

SUMMER SESSION OF THE

MANDOLINE-BANJO.
>

Positively Nothing Like ft.

TRADE MARK,

ROOT

.

Ls

70 and 72 Franklin St., New York City. |
ENTIRE

SCALE ON ONE TUNING

FORK.

Every Musician and Music Dealer. Two-cent stamp for prices, etc.
@. W. CLOUGH, Sele Manufacturer,
OLEVELAND, OHIO.

Eastern trip in April,

4 CONCISH

:

CHRONOLOGICAL

Avenue,

OHIOAGO, ILL.

Hall
&et
Davis’ Pianos,
200

MASS.

Planos Sold to Schools

HISTORY

Chief Musical Events from 1380 to 1894,
BY C. E. LOWE.
PRICE

-

.

BLOW

These studies are intended for daily practice and for
the special development and equalizing of the third,
fourth, and fifth fingers of each hand. They will materially modify the monotony of practice, and add musical

YOUR OWN
Method for’
the Piano.
_HORN +
. Bi

interest to an otherwise perfunctory task.

| instrument.

examine

this new work, which will be ready in a

AVE, NEW

YORK

cITy,|

25 Cts., Net, Postpaid,

A writing tablet containing 100 leaves, 7x
in size, ruled with the staff for writing muaic. 10} inches
A practical and useful article for both teucher and
stadent, and expecially valuable in the class-ro
om for

writing illuatrations, "giving some little additional exer
cises, ete., ate,

The Synopsie of Harmony, which
included with this
pad, by De. Hugh A, Clarke, of the in
University of Penn:
planing

will be fonnd. of great service aa a reference

Tho paper ts of good geality, and to bave
of thane
pads at hand will aot o: nly Bom groat convenonience,
but a
roster of senna) in the
saving of high-priced mana.

script paper.

Published by
:
THEO. PRESSER,

1708 Chestnut Street,
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MELODIOUS AND EASY STUDIES

CLARKE’S MUSIC TABLET. ©
Price

chart

oi

PIANO

AND
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